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1, Following the  exchringo of correGpondenet* end montin/p between 

Dr. Km-colo. Alonso,  Director, Department  of Scientific Affairs, 

Organization of American States (OAS),  Washington, and Mr.  O.S.  C-ouri, 

Deputy Director,  IOD,   in U1Ï1D0 and staff meroborn of the Technology Group 

of UH IDO !  it was decided to conduct a study to identify and define 

possible areas of collaboration and complementary activities between 

UNIDO and OAS in the field of technology transfer, with particular 

reference to Latin America. Por this purpose, the servicea of the 

undersiÊned consultant  were recruited for the period from  11 July 

to 15 August 1977. 

1.1. The consultant was briefed by Mr. Enrique Aguilar of the 

Technology Group in UNIDO regarding the scope of the study on 11 July 

in Vienna and also subsequently by Mr. de Mautort, Chief,  Industrial 

Information Section, UNIDO.    The consultant then proceeded to Washington 

and had detailed discussions with the concerned staff members and experts 

of the OAS during 18 - 21 July. A list of the officials contacted in 

OAS is enclosed as Appendix I. Mr. Salsman provided an excellent 

over-all view of the functions and pattern of working of    tho OAS, 

together with the relationships with other international bodies. The 

latter aspect was further elaborated by Mr.  Davis in terms of specific 

programmes of co-operation.    Prom both these meetings,   it appeared that 

there was a keen desire    in the OAS to work in collaboration with other 

international agencies,   such as UNIDO, and even pending any formal 

arrangement between UNIDO and ÛAS, it  should be practicable to ovolve 

a sound working relationship in areau of mutual intercnt.   It was 

undorsiood that the  Secretary General of    the OAS would visit Vienna 

in October 1977, when this natter m=3y be discussed further with the 

Executive Director,  UNIDO, and his colleagues. This positive response 

was further strengthened in the more detailed discutions hold with 

Mr. Michael Greene,   Deputy Director,   Department of Scientific Affairs, 

vi 
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Kr.   Carl or: Martinez Vidal . (Acting Chiof,  Technical Unit on Technological 

D:ivclopio.-;ijl-)» Hr. Erwin Fetzer (Chief,  Technical Unit   on Technical   Change 

and Trunr.for of Technology)  and Mr.  German Framinân       fro:n i-ho Unit 

on Scientific Policy and Planning. All these three unita, presently 

constituting part of the  Department of Scientific Affaira of OAS, 

are closely connected with technology transfer and very meaningful 

and detailed discussions were held with these staff members, together 

with Mr.  Zoltan Ssabo of the Industrial  Development  Programme Unit 

of 0A5.  Further discussions    were held in Vienna on 29 July and the 

first week of August 1977  with Mr. H.H. Tanaka, Acting Head, Development 

and Transfer of Technology Section and other officers of this Section 

and other concerned Sections of UNIDO. 

1.2. The consultant would like to record his appreciation of the 

unstinted assistance and  co-operation received from the staff members of 

UNIDO associated with this study and staff members and experto of the OAS, 

who made all necessary material    and information available   and also 

held frank and detailed discussions on the various aubjects covered. 

1.3. The scope of the  study is intended to cover    possible areas of 

co-operation between UNIDO and OAS, with particular reference to 

(a) the role of Latin American institutions in the field of technology 

development and applied research,  (b) the promotion of local engineering 

and consultancy services,   (c) identification of UNIDO'r, inputs to  strengthen 

local technological infrastructure, with particular reference to national 

offices of technology acquisition, investment authorities and National 

Councils on Science and Technology,  (d) identification of the possible 

role of the UN in supporting national programmes in the field of science 

and technology, (e) identification of technological   requirements at the 

national  level and (f)  identification of technological information 

requirements at the national level concerning nuluction of technology, 

with particular reference to iron and steel, fertilise•, agro-industries 

und agricultural machinery, which sectors have been  selected for the 
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pilot  activities of the Industrial and Technological Information Bank, 

in purrru-.-'u,*.; of GA resolution 350?. 

1.4. Tho report   is divided broadly into two parts. The first part 

dencribes the background and present programmes and activities of the 

OAS  in the field of technology transfer and scientific and technological fcT) 

development in Latin America (LA). The  second part deals with the specific 

areas in vMch collaboration and complementary activities between UNIDO 

and OAS arc considered to be both practicable and desirable. 

2. SUKKAEY 

2.1. Scope of study;    The study is intended to define areas of 

collaboration, co-operation and complementary activities botween 

UNIDO and OAS in the field of technology transfer, with particular 

references to Latin American (LA) countries and covering the role of 

LA technology and research institutions, promotion of consultancy 

and engineering services, strengthening of institutional technological 

infrastructure and information services in these countries and the role 

of international bodies in developing institutions dealing with technology 

transfer. 

2.2. Activities of OAS in technology tranufert    The Department of 

Scientific Affairs in OAS h*s, in recent years assisted several projects 

in LA countries, particularly foi   (a) establishment and development of 

Contres of Information and Technical Acsistance;   (b) sectoral studii.;•. 

in food industries,  utilization of bye-nroduct s of the r.u^a.r industry, 

marine resources,   coal utilization,  petrochemicals,  electronics and 

other branches and in:ui trial servicer.,  auch as metrology,  standardisation,  etc.; 
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(c)  studios on policy find other implications of technology acquisition 

und transfer;  and  (d) studies on various regional aspects.  A Pilot Project 

on Transfer of Technology undertaken over a 4-year period  (1972 to 197Ü/-6) 

highlighted noverai policy nnd programming implicatione.  A working group 

of experts from  LA countries aro at present studying and developing a 

programmo of co-operation in the creation, adaptation and transfer of technology, 

under OAS auspices. The studies,  seminars and working groups of the OAS 

have focused attention on most of the critical issues and aspects of 

technology transfer to LA countries.    These activities could he 

further elaborated by (i)   closer examination of the relationship and 

implications of foreign investment nnd technology;  (ii)  assessment 

of technological requirements at macro level and in relation to priority 

and critical sectors of national or regional growth;  (iii)    development 

of technological services capability, particularly engineering and designs; 

(iv) development of policy package in relation to investment and technology 

at various developmental stages and (v) analysis of policies, programmes 

and experience of developing countries in other regions, particularly 

certain Asian countries. 

2.3,   .      Areas of co-operation and complementary activities between UNIDO and OAS: 

2.3.1. The wide-ranging programmes of UNIDO in industrial development 

and the programme of activities of OAS in the field of scientific and 

technological     development  suggest a close degree of co-operation and 

collaboration  in activity-programmes relating to technology transfer in 

Latin America.  Such co-operation is necessary so as to avoid duplication 

of efforts and inconsistencies    in approach. 

2.3.2. The nature of WJIDO/OAS    collaboration should extend to (a) exchange 

of documentation relating to technology transfer;   (b)  participation, 

through staff personnel or experts in working groups,   r.eminars and 

workshop:;,  convened by either org;uiization imd  (c) undertaking of joint  or 

complementary projects and studies, particularly for Latin American countries. 

A radali cell   nhould bo sot un in the Industrial   mil Toohnolo^ral Information 

lktfil-  or in the T(.-chnolo¿y  Group of UÌI1D0 to remain in  c1o;;o or perjudica] 

touch with  Vnv Ijoparlmont  of Scientific Aff.'irn of 0A3 to work out  Ihu 
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dettili .-.J program/ie of collaboration in rospo<¡t of exchange of do curii tintati on 

ami parUcipation in working gixnips and seminars.  Au for  joint or 

conipUunnt.-ry projects relating to technology transfer,  theeo coulé" 

bo  considered in the fields described hereafter. 

2.4» Determinai ion of technological demand and requirements: 

Several    sectoral  studies have been made in respect of LA countries through 

UNiJX), at- alno ECLA. The organizations should keep themselves informed 

of those projects and there should be sharing of documentation on projects and 

studiuo    completed and those underway.  If a part-'jular sector is    covered 

by projects of more than one organization, these should be complementary and 

should not  cover similar ground. A joint  study should be undertaken 

by U1IID0 and OAS to assess the specific technological    paps and requirements 

in Latin American countries of certain basic and priority growth sectors. 

-Initially,   such a study could cover (i)  iron and steel ar.d basic metals; 

(ii) fertilizers;   (iii) chemicals and petrochemicals;  (iv) capital goods, 

including agricultural machinery and (v)  agro- and food industries. 

2.5. Role of technology institutions in LA cottntrien; 

2.5.1.      The OAS is assisting   a large number of institutions, dealing 

with, technological  information and research to develop these units an focal 

points in an information network,  A closer link rhould be  established 

with the information services provided by Uli IDO, which will be  cub stanti ally 

expanded with the activities of the Industrial end Technological  Information 

Bank,  so that an appropriato information network could bo cet up  in LA 

countries.  The details of collaboration between the UNIDO Information 

Syr.tein arid the technology information institutions bein^ aouistcd by OAS 

»hould be finalised in a meeting between representative of DIT IB and 

the OAS (Information Section). 

J 
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2.5.?.      J'lie iniITX) úionld aleo initiate a otudy to defino the specific 

role of institutions directly and centrally covered with technological 

development and their interrelationship with other governmental and non- 

governmental agencies. A complementary study of this aspect should be 

taken up by OAS for LA countries. 

2.5. Î.      The Uli J DO and OAS should exchange information and experience 

regarding Iheir assistance   to institutions dealing with technological 

information and research. A    joint UNIDO/OAS study should he undertaken 

to assess the technological impact of such institutions in LA countries. 

2.6. Technological infrastructure - development of engineering and consultancy 

services: 

2.6.11      A large volume of detailed engineering in LA countries is still 

being done by foreign engineering and consultancy companies.  It is necessary 

that 1 apart from an up-to-date classification of consultancy services 

availa1)let  a realistic assessment is made as to the engineering and 

other services that can be performed by national units and identification 

of specific gaps in this field, together with measures to cover such gaps. A 

clearly-defined policy is necessary regarding the use of national consultancy 

and engineering services. 

2.6.2.      The identification of gaps in technological services has to be 

done initially on a country-wise    basis and for critical and priority 

sectors,  such as chemicals and petrochmeicals,  fertilizers, basic metals 

and he::vy capital-goods production. This can be done through a joint 

UNiDO/OAH studj',  uiing national  institutional  agencies in Latin America. 

Thereafter,  gaps in such service capability should be defined for the 

Latin American region as a whole, again for the same or other priority 

sectors. The extent to which preferential treatment would be necessary 

for national  ana regional engineering consultancy services and    would be 

for1)ic/.;.ûi;g would u\r-o need to bo assessed and policy normo proscribed 
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rrg/./ding Uve uro of r,..íior;.'l  consultar.tr and  dorn o ut in engineering 

vjrtp.JÂli.ty.    An  ;u.pcct  aJno  i,o  re anulyaod    is  the naturo oí' technical 

and í'ijv;i?.i;.l   support,   including subsidy, that   may to neecssary    to 

national nonc/nltoncy firms undertaking detailed  engineering in  sophisticated 

production sectors. 

2.6.3.      The growth of adequate nuinpox.-or skills in an essential aspect 

of techno]ogical  infrastructure.  Both Ulil.00 and OAS are implementing 

several training programes and it would be desirable    to exchange 

informât im and details regarding their respective programmes  in this field. 

It would al co be desirable to undertake a joint UÜID0/0AS study of training 

requirements for LA countries in respect of (a) managerial/supervisory 

personnel in industrial enterprises and technology institutes;   (b) engineering 

and design personnel and (c) decision-makers in the field of industrial 

and technology policies, and thereafter take up an expanded programme 

to cover (a) and (b) through in-plant and in-institution training, both 

in developed countries and in developing countries of other regions, 

particularly Asia, and through regional workshops in the case of (c). 

2.7. Technology policy 

2.7.1.      A number of policy instrumente have an indirect or direct impact 

on technological developments. Those having an indirect effect  cover a 

largo field including industrial licensing, export incentives,  tax relief 

and the like.     The principal institutional instruments in LA  countries 

which have direct  impact on technological development are (a)   Councils 

of Science ?nd Technology; (b) National regulatory bodice for foreign 

investment; and   (c) National  Registries regulating foroiyi teclinology. 

The technological  impact of the programmes of the Councils of Science 

and Technology need to bo jointly assessed by UK IDO ¿Jid GAü. 

2.7.!?.      As for the investment  agencies    it  is  suggested that  UHI M should 

undertake a comparative    study of foreign investment policies of 

selected developing countries and asseca their  impact on technological 

development,  particularly policier; relutin,; i>.   existing foreign  .ubsidiaries 

or ni'filiite.i,   viith OAS commissioning a similar  study for Latin AMeriean 

C''Ju'.ltlMO.i, 
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'¿,'¡.\.       in respect  of National  Registries on Technology,  coverai studies 

have  been made by UNIDO ana OAJ regarding; the present working of these 

hod M ¡3.   Jt  is necessary m future,  however,  to consider these agencies 

in rr.ore dvna.-iiic toi.i.c than    merely as regulatory agencies and to expand 

tho functional  role of these and similar institutions very substantially. 

The expanded and continuing role \ >uld  include analysis of the  impact of 

foreign technology in various sectors,  extent of absorption and adaptation 

achieved, determination of sectors where further inflow is considered 

unnecessary or undesirable and sectors where inflow is necessary and 

needs to  be ensured,   assessment of unutilized patents and critical aspects. 

An important  area  of TJWIDO/OAS collaboration would be to review and determine 

in this context, the future role of National Registries and other agencies 

concerned    with technological change in Latin America. 

2.7.4«      Exchange of information and experience of Registries of Technology 

and like institutions  is very necessary. The extent and nature of information 

to be pooled regarding various technology contracts approved/rejected by 

the various Technology Registries in Latin American countries would be 

a very useful area for a UNIDO/OAS study. 

2.7«5»      A number of fiscal and regulatory policy instruments    also have 

a direct  impact on technological development and a detailed analysis 

of such measures is necessary, particularly for LA countries.  An important 

area for further analysis by UNIDO in collaboration with OAS for L\ countries 

ic the d et erminat i on  and analyr.is of various fiscal and regulatory policy 

measures which lave  a direct impact on technology and indigenous R+D. 

2.8. Identification of technological  sectoral requirements; 

P.B.1.      Technolop cal requirements at the macro level   for an  economy have 

to be assessed in the  light of growth projections for priority sectors 

and the consequential  technological needs  in respect   of processes and know-how, 

technological  servicer- and the necessary infrastructure for selecting, 

negotiating and acquiring appropriato  technology on  suitable terms,  on the 

one hand   ind  effective abr.orpt ion .and adaptation,   on  the other.  While the 
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basic  jnf J'a;;tmature elements romain the same,  these would vary 

considerably with different  inter-sectoral priorities over given periods. 

2.8.2. A detailed sectoral planning exercise,  covering all branches 

is not  essential.  Where this iß available,  technologies 1 needs can bo 

Bpelt out i;iore accurately but  even if broad priorities are identified, 

Uè is possible in mor.t  LA countries, technological requirements can be 

adequately assessed.   It would be desirable for UNIDO, with the assistance 

of OAS and national  governments to collate information regarding the 

sectoral  studies already undertaken and to outline a prograrnne of 

sectoral   growth priorities for the Latin American region for the 

period 19^0-5. This    could then be further considered by national 

governments or at  a regional level. Thereafter,  a technology development 

programme    could be outlined to cover the identified requirements 

for an approved programme of sectoral priorities. 

2.8.3. The results of in-depth UNIDO studies,  undertaken for a 

number of sectors should be brought to the attention of LA countries. 

To the extent that  OAS may be interested in undertaking case studies in 

these uectors in LA countries, they could be associated. 

2.8.4«       Sectoral technological requirements also need to be assessed 

at regional level,  as suggested earlier. These would constitute a pre- 

requisite for collective bargaining    for acquisition of technology. 

2.9. Role of international agencies, particularly MIDO in developing 

ST at  institutional level: 

2,9»1•       While a number of international and inter-regional bodies 

have taken up pro granine s for ST development  in one or other sphere, the 

UiJIPO's  role  is critical  in development  of institutions related  tc :jT 

in manufacturing industry. This has to be considered in the light of the 

role of various    institutions   concerned with technology policies,   identification 
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of toc!».ioio,-;.icri]  ueedr,,  development  of technological  inf rast l-uct uro, 

inr.luiM.Mf; ir-inpow-jr resources,  information services,   «election and 

acquisition  of appropriate  technology, and development of H and D 

activities. 

2.9.2. In respect of technology policy, UNIT» should undertake a 

detailed otudy to define the various ingredients of a comprehensive 

technology policy for the manufacturing sector. 

2.9.3. V/ith regard to technological    requirements,  concerned institutions 

have to be identified, both a macro and micro level, their roles 

defined and their programmes reviewed,  so as to ensure comprehensive 

coverage.  Appropriate mechanisms should also be defined, where these have 

not been uut up. 

2.9.4«      For assessment of technology infrastructure gaps, an institutional 

network ßhould be defined for various developmental stages. Guidelines 

should be laid down for classification and assessment of national  consultancy 

services and suitable mechanisms evolved for identification and removal 

of gaps in such services, particularly engineering and design capability 

and certain basic industrial services. Mechanisms should also be 

defined for meeting inadequacies in specialized manpower resources. 

2.9.Í3.      An appropriate information network should be devised at 

national  and regional  levels which can be adopted to national needs. 

This should serve,  inter alia, as a data bank for industrial and 

technology planning at macro and micro levels. 

2.y.6.      A  suitable framework and mochanis. ,c should be evolved to evaluate, 

select and assist  in the acqusition of appropriate technology,  thin role 

being considered distinct  from regulatory functions. The detailed 

institutional functions should bo defind ar.d UNIDO should undertake a 

specific study to define the institutional  role and responsibilities in thia 

regard. 
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2.9.7.      An appropriate itiütitutional framework should bo drawn 

up for a.ESfcb!;in£: am' assisting the process of absorption und 

adaptation of acquired technology. The povK.rc and functions, of 

euch vis-à-vio national enterprises should be defined. The policy 

aspects of enterprise-level Rxund D    activities should alao be analyzed 

in  this context. 

2.9*K«      For certain sectors,  Buch as development of new energy sources 

or branched of particular interest of developing countries, new 

technologies and processes would need to be explored. The institutional 

requirements and nature of R and D projects should be defined and 

assistance programmes drawn up. 

2.9.9»      The above rele outlined for international agencies, particularly 

UNIDO, to develop technology institutional aspects in developing countries 

should be supplemented by a similar programme by regional bodies euch 

as the OAS. 

2.10. In order to effectively tackle both the institutional and 

functional problems of technology transfer to developing    countries 

a Fund for Development of Industrial Technology should be created 

ir. UNIDO,  cither as a separate entity or as a Sub-Fund of the Industrial 

Development Fund, which is proposed to be set up. 

2.11. Technological  co-oneration amon^ developing countries 

While a suitable climate and infrastructure should be created for 

adequate inflow of appropriate technology from enterprises and institutions 

from developed countries on acceptable terms,   it is increasingly necoucary 

to onnure greater joint and co-operative action between developing countries 

in this regard.    Joint or colloctiva action car' relate to contractual 
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provisions      in investment/techno!cry agreements,  exchange of 

informal:ion  regarding contracts,  selection of technology, bargaining 

for appropriate technology by a group of countries,  development of a 

techno]o(y pool,  revisions in patent and trademark legislation,  R and D 

activities in certain sectors and training of personnel. It is aleo 

necessary to evolve a net-set of principles or "rulen of the game" 

to guide direct technology inflow between enterprises in developing 

countries. The IIUTDO should examine the detailed nature and 

possibUties of such technological co-operation and prescribe the. 

principes and    standards to be followed in direct technology inflow 

between developing countries. The OAS could undertake a similar study 

for LA countries. 

J 
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A :     ACrTVITJi-o OF O/v'J Ti! 'VMCUÜüLO'jY TKAII.'ü'Sft 

3.1. Considerable emphasis has been given in recent years 

by the 0A3 to problems of  scientific and technological  (ST) 

development  in Latin America. A Regional   Scientific and Technological 

Development Programme had been   earlier    initiated, under which 

a number of technological  studies   were undertaken in LA. countries 

and assistance provided for the development of institutes of 

technological information and research in several of theEe countries. 

This programme was supplemented by a fairly comprehensive   Pilot 

Project for Technology Transfer (PPTT), which was undertaken 

in 1972 and completed in 1975—6, and covered various aspects of 

technology programmes and requirement s f besides focusing   attention 

on several policy issues relating to scientific and technological 

growth in this region. 

3.2. Considerable interest has developed, during the last decade, 

on the implications of technology acqusition and transfer in 

several LA countries and a number of studies have been made on various 

related aspects, including foreign ownership and control, patents, 

transfer pricing   in different branches,  the need for and direction of 

regulatory control on technology inflow and the like. These studies 

have been considerably supplemented by the programmes and studies 

undertaken by the Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA)  and 

the OAià.    A number of projects relating to technology transfer and development 

in LA countries have been undertaken by OAS, particularly during   the 

period    1974-7 and the programme is expanding both in scope and 

content. The projects cover a wide range of activities designed to 

develop teclinology institutions and the technological  infra-structure 

in these  countries, besides identifying technological needs for 

various sectors and at  enterprise levels  in the LA countries.  A  lint  of tho 

major projects,  in respect of which OAS assistance exceeded UGS î;0,000, 

is appended at Appendix II.  Special emphasis was given to tho development 

of  U chrmlogical  infraolructui'c through projects assisting the establishment 

and development of Centren of  Information  and Technical  Assistance  to   Industry 
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m  ; ovura!   countries, including Bolivia,   Chilo,   Columbia,  Costa Paca, 

Ho;,.   Donici .uann,  Guat.¡mala, Haiti,  Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, 

Paraguay, Peru fuid  Venezuela. Moat  of thece unito have bocn ¡jet  up 

v.-iihin the    Councils of Science and Technology or like institutions in 

t!v_i.o countries. The  sectoral programmes  (Proyectos Especiales Cuenta 

MU" Del Plata) have primarily conenntrated on electronics  (Argentina, 

Brazil, Mexico and Paraguay), coal utilization and gasification  (Chile, 

Columbia, Mexico and Venezuela), petrochemicals  (Ecuador and Venezuela), 

food industries (Argentina, Brasil,  Chilo, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru 

and Venezuela), marine resources,   including fisheries (in several countries), 

cugar and its bye-products  (in    seven LA and Caribbean countries)    and wool 

(Argentina). An important infrastructure activity sought to be developed 

is metrology, for trtiich OAS project assistance has been provided to 

ten LA and Caribbean countries, including Argentina, Ecuador, Mexico and 

Uruguay. OAS assistance has been provided for research in utilization of 

solar energy in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Jamaica, Mexico and Trinidad 

-and Tobago. Under the Regional Programme of ST development, a large number 

of projects and studies (over 110) have been assisted by OAS in the various 

countries of the region, mostly with small grants ranging from US$ 5.000 

up to US$ 50,000.  A few major projects (OAS assistance above US$ 50,000) 

have also been undertaken under this programme,   including projects 

relating to   'metal  extraction and transformation and organization of 

projects and   programmes in Brazil, and food technology and metallurgy in 

Mexico . 

3*3» A number of analytical studies have also  been undertrJcen, 

covering both policy and programming aspects on the one hand and 

relating to specific industrial sectors on the other. A list of the 

principal studies,  which have been  completed, is  enclosed as Appendix III. 

The more general and policy studkuhnve dealt with  issues  such U:J the 

working of the Hogistries of Technology,  formulation of t celino logical 

requirements, possible lines of action in respect  of technological 

development  ;uid the   like.  The rectoral  studies have concentrated principally 

on technological aspects of the chemical   and petrochemical rector, metallurgy 
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3.f[.?..      The PFTTV-, approach of assessing technological requirements only 

at  en i,-J rp ri oc level partially perhaps stemmed from institutional   constraints, 

Tn the final PITT report,   it ha~. been recogni r;ed that,  at state  level, 

the PPTT contacts were generally found to be more difficult and lens 

re:-pon;.;ivc.  It is, however,  at this level that production gaps,  and 

consequential technological  requirements,  can usually be most  effectively 

identified in the context  of national resource endowments and constraints« 

3.4-3»      It must be stressed, however, that the PPTT study was very useful 

in identifying technological needs and prospects at the enterprise level in 

several  sectors    specifically studied in these ccuntric-3.    Apart from 

several  critical issues highlighted by the PPTT,  a methodology for 

technological data collection and analysis   was able to be developed. 

The various studies conducted as an integral part of this Project 

in several countries    were,  in themselves, very useful and brought out 

a number of policy issues as well as specific sectoral problems« An 

important contribution was the emphasis given to the growth of technological 

services, particularly national engineering and consultancy facilities. 

The Project also focused attention on the constraints and difficulties 

in obtaining adequate information on technology inflow, absorption and 

adaptation and the need for sharing of experience amongst these countries. 

It also directed attention to the necessity of trained and specialized 

manpower,  not only at tho  level of enterprise operations and management 

but at decision-making levels in governmental regulatory agencies and 

technology institutions.     The PITT study also experimented usefully with 

vuriour. approaches to evaluating of technological alternatives  in 

different  sectors. 

3.4.4.      The completion of the PPJT project in 1975-Ò was followed by 

some restructuring of the  concerned sectionr. within the OAS and tho 

division of the Department into three units, viz.  Information and 

Technologien! Chongo, Technical Development, and Policy and Planning. 
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Tiif Ulli H aro,  of necessity,  clorely interrelated arid  it  iu casual 

thai,  n novmnn ?pp:rnr.on  is brought  to boai- on probi way oí  tochnoJogy 

tr,j->;;i:.r which would inevitably overlap among these units. 

.Wj. Apart from the  several technology development- projects and 

prograiumes acsintod by the OAS, emphasis; appears to be shifting to a 

more poliqy-orientod approach on technology transfer and related insues, 

following the decisions of the General Assembly of the OAS and the 

deliberations of a Working Group of Experts. The activities of the CAS 

in the field of technology transfer were broadly reviewed in the General 

Assembly of the OAS at  its sixth regular session and the Assembly, 

vido Resolution AO/HES 233 (VI - 0/76) set up a Working Group of 

Governmental Exports for the purpose of "studying a programme of 

co-operation in the creation, adaptation and transfer of technology". 

The Working Group had its first meeting in March 1977 and is due to 

have its final round of discussions in September 1977. In its March 

session, the Working Group discussed the following specific items: 

(i) co-operation in the field of technology,  including principal 

objectives and possible alternatives for a system of co-operation; 

(iij    specific aspects of technological development and their incorporation 

in alternative programmes;  (iii) possibilities of integrating programme 

alternatives with activities of regional and interregional organizations 

and (iv) financing of proposed programme. 

3.5*1 •      The programing    for co-operation was visualized >-< the Working 

Group in tenne of short-ranee, middle-range and long-term effects. The 

ohort-range programme related to capacity for seeking, evaluating and 

acquiring technology and principally covered technical informat ion-and 

assistance systems, rrtnagorncnt aspects and project engineering, 'j'ho 

mi fid lo-range pro granir e covered design and process engineering innA 

technological adaptation,   largely through technological  institutos. 

The  lon^rango effectc were visualized in tenus of capacity to cor: o rat o 

technologies, products and processes and development of rouoarch centres. 
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and f.rro .uid food industries. Many of the studios wore undertaken 

ati part of the PHT. Two ¡jectoml studiea of considerable interest 

aro nn analytic of the foundry industry arid of the pror.pectr, and 

utilizai ion of the direct reduction process of iron ore. The study 

rei at ine to the Atucha (Argentina) power project in also a very useful 

amilysiD of the technology-package implications of major power projects. 

3.4. The Pilot Project on Transfer of Technology (PPTT) requires 

to be specifically mentioned. This was an ambitious undertaking covering 

various aspects and implications of technology transfer to these countries, 

with  special emphasis on the metallurgy-,   chemicals and petrochemicals 

and food technology sectors. The PPTT undoubtedly highlighted technology 

acquisition and transfer as a significant tool fer accelerating economic 

and technological development. 

3.4.1.      The assessment of technological requirements in the PPTT were, 

however, based on the needs as assessed at the level of various enterprises 

though, in several instances, such requirements were defined not only in terms 

of now or improved processes but new lines of manufacture, such as the 

production of copper wire,  electrolytic    condensers, printed circuits 

and the like. To the extent that such new production activities could be 

identified by enterprises in one or other of these countries, the IPTT 

studies were very useful.   It is, however,  doubtful if an assessment of 

technological requirements at enterprise-level alone can be    exhaustive 

or comprehensive. Such requirements have necessarily to be assessed in terms 

of the over-all national economy in a particular country and must bo related 

to existing or potential production gaps and the technological needs to 

cover such gaps.    A macro approach to national technological requirements 

requires the identification of key and priority sectors and assessment 

of production and technological gaps in these bronchos.  The identification 

of priority scctorn has been done,  in varying degrees of detail,   in many 

LA countries throu,^  noverai governmental  agencien,  ¡lemi-^ovcnimentul 

institutions and industrial associai ione , and sectoral teclinological 

noedc have to be assessed in the light of projected production requirementn. 
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Of rv:-cv;y..ityt the:;e    programmée would havs to he adjusted to the 

vc:.o\u-r-:a arid prioritio:; of ouch country over a period of timo, 

üpoci al  er.r.'hí'.si£; needed to be  i;ivcn    to regional co-operation, through 

regional or supra-rational inr.titut ions, was net considered advisable. 

The ,:oneral guidelines for co-operation included  (a)  identification of 

Breas  of action;   (b)  ensuring of participation of various agencies 

involved in technological development,  including governments, the 

production sector and research, engineering and information services; 

(c) ensuring of linkage of technology suppliers and recipient enterprises; 

(d) improvement of technology transfer processes and absorption thereof} 

(c) improvement of productivity;   (f) promotion of lateral transfer of 

technology among Latin American countries;  (g) promotion of links between 

technological development instituter. and research bodies;   (h) ensuring of 

flexibility of programme ,but designing  around recommendations of other 

regional and international bodies. 

3.5.2. A number of specific areas of action were suggested on behalf 

of the various participating countries. These varied from country to 

country, depending on the level of growth and the nature of problems 

that had developed in each economy, 

3.5.3. The OAS Secretariat was required to prepare an inventory 

of the technical information  system in operation at  the  inter-American 

level  with details as to technical areas covered and other relevant 

data, together with an inventory of scientific and t e cimo logical research 

and development  centres operating in the region. 

4. A Follow -up    Committee of the Working Group    mot  subsequently 

in April 1977 and   considered the programme of action in greater detail. 

In its recommendation,  it reiterated the objectives of an inter-American 

co-operation programme for the development, adaptation and transfer of 

technology. Principal  stress was given to the achievement of  the defined 

objectives through increasing ST capability in each  courtry so as to 

(a) resolve specific technological problem".;   (b) ensure tho setting-up 

.J 
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oí" adequato technological services ar.d strengthen capability in 

colenti i'g and negotiating ihn acqui ci tien of particular technologies; 

anri picrate technological  innovations at enterprise level and  {o) assist 

in attaining economic and social development objectives.  Specific areas 

of action were defined as:, (i)   Institutional support for technological 

development,  covering growth of technological institutions,  liaison 

betveen such units, training cf    specialized manpower and assintance 

for technological services. Such a prolamine would essentially be 

supplementary to the Regional Scientific and Technological Development 

Programme and other existing programmes of the OAS. Particular stress 

wao laid on training specialized manpower, both at enterprise management 

and operation level and policy-making and. govornraontal level;   (ii) Technical 

assistance for providing technological   services such as information, 

engineering and consultant services, technical and managerial assistance 

for firms, and metrology,  standardization,    rationalization and quality 

oontrol. Thi3 would include Bupport activities for setting-up and 

operating national institutions for regulation and use of technology and 

determining technological requirements;  (iii) Support action for 

utilization, absorption and adaptation of technology at both governmental 

and enterprise level. This would include both the determination of 

technological requirements in terms of demand and priority and the 

acquisition of foreign technology on the most favourable terms. An 

important recommendation relates to the need for structuring a f jnrjicial 

co-operation system to    mobilize adequate resources. 

4»1. The Follow-up Committee stressed the need for a flexible 

approach to adapt to the varying needs of the participating countries 

but felt that,  subject to such flexibility, a co-operative programme 

could be evolved, both at national and multinational levels. For this 

purpose,  existing policy and institutional instruments would need to 

be rcvicwad and new instruments may need to be evolved,  so that  an 

adequate mediani run can be designed for a technological co-operative 

pro;•"¿i.'.úio in the. region. 

,} 
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/,.?'. Tn il:; light  of the    recommendations of the FO11OW-UD Committee, 

t'io  CA.I Lv crei .iraat  i:; presently preparing a detailed paper for consideration 

of ihn W..irkin;; ("¡roup meeting in September 1977» 

5» There can bo little doubt that considerable useful work has been 

done  in the OAS in raupest of technology transfer in latin American 

countries and that the prolamine:; under consideration through the 

Working Group would have comprehensive coverage. Apart from much greater 

awareness having developed in these countries    on various critical aspects 

of technological growth, a number of ST institutions have been set up 

or expanded   their facilities considerably in several Latin American 

countries. These institutions provide focal points for study of various 

technological issues and problems in these countries. A list of 6uch 

institutions which have been assisted by the OAS and through various 

projects under the Regional Programme is enclosed at Appendix IV, 

together with the information and technological services that these 

institutions are able to provide in their respective countries. The information 

and technical assistance network of the OAS is largely channelised through 

these institutional agencies-  and supplies technical information and 

assistance services to business (SIATE) and    Information Systems for 

Management, which are very useful to industrial and business enterprises. 

The various studier undertaken in the OAS and through the  LTTT arid the 

special  projec. : financed by the OAS have been very useful and have 

pinpointed the attention of both policy-makers and enterpriser to various 

facets and implications of technology transfer and development. The seminars 

and  inter-govormnenlal meetings organized by the OAS have also served to 

fociic attention on critical policy aspects and have had significant 

consequential impact on technology policies in several Latin American 

countriec. 
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('. While the activities of the 0A3 in this field have been 

vex:/ uruful cuid significant,  increased emphasis on certain basic and 

related iriiuicn could render- the 0Â3 programme  even more realistic 

and Bc-aningful.  Some of theae aspects are briefly mentioned hereafter. 

(a) Tfcchr.olof.-j cal development  cannot be considered in isolation and 

muet be viewed as closely interlinked with investment policies 

and programmer.    National      technological development must be considered 

ac an integral part of the investment procesB, particularly in relation 

to the inflow of foreign capital. A carefully-conceived policy for 

indigenous technological development in a particular    industrial sector 

may become very   diluted,if,  for example, foreign investment through 

transnational corporations is freely permitted in that sector, as such 

investment would inevitably bring foreign technology in its wake. 

Similarly, a highly restrictive policy on foreign investment may result 

in consequential restriction on inflow of particular technology which 

«ay be considered   very necessary, (b) Technological requirements must bt 

assessed, both at the macro level of the economy and at the micro 

level of the production sector, as represented by existing enterprises. 

Conclusions on technology policies based only on the latter may tend to be 

misleading,  (c) The determination of technological requirements at a macro 

level for an economy necessitates close linkage and co-ordination between 

governmental agencies dealing with planning or the setting of priorities 

for industrial growth and institutions and agencies dealing v/ith technological 

growth. At present, many of the institutional agencies    serving as focal 

points for 0A3 programmes have only a limited role in the determination 

of sectoral priorities,   (d) The development of technological  infrastructure, 

particularly engineering services, both at national and rational, level, in 

Latin America requires greater emphasiB and support,   (e) A policy 

package incorporating these aspecto needs to be evolved for various ftagoc 

of development  in Latin American countries. Such a package would obviouuly 
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nevi io bo realistic in terms oí' the basic objectives of industrial grow+h 

-.'¡d define parameters for regional  co-operation,   (f) Technological 

rc-ciuirunents have to be assessod at  sector level,  both for particular 

countries and for the Latin American! region as a whole.   While a number 

of OAa-ucsisted projects relate to  industrial and infrautructural branches, 

most  euch studies  ^with some notable exception) have been directly 

related to sectoral    technological r^eds    only to a limited extent, 

(g)  While OAS studies have dealt with Latin American experience, most 

of these studies have not  drawn adequately from policies, programmes 

and experience in developing countries from other regions. These could 

constitute a very useful feedback of practical experience.  Considerable 

knov.'lcdge and experience is available in several Asian countries,in 

particular, where many critical aspects of technology transfer have been 

dealt with,  for some time.  Similarly,  experience of IA  countries should 

be made more fully known to developing nations of Asia and Africa. A 

two-way flow of more detailed informt ion should be ensured through UNIDO. 

Closer contacts between personnel  and experts from different    developing 

regions should also be encouraged through UNIDO and OAS programmes ir. this 

field, 

7. The UNIDO's role in industrial growth is inevitably much broader 
*/ m scone,as its objective -'   is to co-ordinate the activities of industrial 

development, particularly the building and strengthening of inniitutions, 

management and administration of industrial technology and dissemination 

of   information on technology  innovations and developments.  The Second 

General  Conference of UNIDO han re-omphasi rod UNIDO'n  specific responsibilitier 

in the field of technology transfer,  in the formulation of an international 

Code of Conduct  in co-operation with UiiCTAD and,  inter alin(  in adoption 

and improvement  of commercial  practice» governing transfer of te^hnolo^y 

to the needs of developing countries and in improving accesa to  information 

sources rerarding expropriate  industrial   tochnolo y.  UNIDO i;i also in the 

pre cesij of evolving a technical  infonvt ion exchange network and an 

Industrial   and Technological   Information 'ink.  A programme of special 

i;i,',nil i canee relaies to  co-o¡.era¡ ivo u.'i:<i:i on ;r>: -re >"i ...in  ^u'uelriai 

lJ lilJlDO     in  In.-  Fi ...Id   of Technology   "fj'.fer -  ÎJ"'; ,:/lvf. 1 
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techno lo;-/.  A npecialired unit  dealing with development  and transfer 

of tedinolo,^ hur, been set up to deal with selection and acquisition 

of tochnolo;y ,  identification and adaptation  of indigenous technologies, 

development  of appropriate techno]ogier. and policies on industrial 

technoloiO'i  while the Information Section ia dealing with the Technological 

Information Ban!:. A programme being accorded special  emphasis in 

UNIDO is that of increasing   economic co-operation between    developing 

countries. This would also necessitate    maximum flow of information, 

particularly on technological developments between these countries. 

B.  SCOPE FOR COLLABORATION AND COKPLKKflOTABY ACT1 IVIES 

8. The coverage of programmes and projects relating to technology 

transfer in UNIDO and OAS suggests the obvious need for close collaboration 

between these two organizations in so far as activities in Latin America 

are concerned. Not only is such collaboration practicable and desirable 

but this appears very necessary in order to avoid duplication of activities 

and possible inconsistencies in approach. Both organizations could 

supplément their field activities and ensure adequate co-ordination as 

well as significant expansion in the scope and content of these programmes. 

8.1. The nature of UITIDO-OAS collaboration should broadly extend 

over three fields:   (a)  exenange of documentation relating to technology 

transfer;   (b) participation through personnel/experts in working groups, 

seminars and workshops relating to S/T and technology transfer called by 

either organization and  (c)  undertaking of joint  or complementary projects 

and studies, particularly for Latin American countries.    The firut 

two activities should not present undue difficulty and a nmall  cell,  in  INTIB 

or the Technolog Croup of UMIDO    rJiould bo rior.lfT.¡atod to remain   in  rlosn r.nd 

periodical touch with the  Department of Scientific Affai ri; of OAS to work 

out the detailed programe of collaboration on these two -inncctii. The  joint 

or complementary activity programme, however, needs mure detailed consideration. 
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9. Tii-a specific arcas of joint  or complementary ae.Livity between 

lïïîivx.) at¡:1 UAL' have to be asfiossed in relation to thc^ basic features 

and ìL-'C rlr. of technological development in Latin American countries. 

Thc:;o features can bo broadly classified under the following hoadn: 

(a) Cet ordination of extent  and nature of technological demand; 

(b) .n;-en;;mcnt  of the role of LA institutions in technological development 

and applied research and in building an adequate information and monitoring 

sy:.tem regnrding technological need?,  capability and development programmes; 

(e) dovei opinent of technological infrastructure, particularly engineering 

and conr;ult--Jicy services and manpower skills;  (d) determination of a 

policy framework, with particular reference to national offices of 

technology acquisition,  investment  authorities and councils on science 

and technology in LA countries and defining of UNIDO and OAS inputs 

in this regard;   (e)  identification of technological needs in key sectoral 

levels, particularly iron and steel, fertilizers,  agro-industries and agricultural 

machinery; and  (f) determination of the role of international agencies 

in respect of growth of ST at the national  level in LA countries. 

10. Technological demand and planning must be considered both in 

terms of the economy as a whole and in relation to the specific technical 

needs of the production sectors as represented   by existing enterprises. 

Prom a macro viewpoint, this necessitates the determination of strategic 

nd MT'iorj+y industrial sectors vihere production and technological  gaps 

may c»i:-t at  u period of time.  In many LA countries, such sectors have been 

identified through agencies directly or indirectly involved in industrial 

plumii.g. 1'riorities may shift in emphasis on basic objectives during 

different perioo.:; but  investment priorities would directly relate to 

technological demand in the  identification  sectors. This,  in tum, 

would have to be broken down in terras of sectoral technological  demand. 

11. UIJ.IIX) has,  for several years, been involved in  sectoral  industrial 

planning in many L\  countries. The  capital-goods development programme 

undertaken in Mexico by UNIDO in collaboration with Nacional Financiera 
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i;;  -vi  c/cellent  example of identification of production and technological 

{•ii¡)íi   in u critic:.!  sector,  ijiriilar projects liavo been undertaken  for 

iron    and steel,  foundries, metallurgical  industries and other industrial 

sectors  in one or other country.  The OAS  should keep  its.pjf   ¡rifo med 

of those projects and do cm tentât ion  should I'? shared  en  co-.c lei ort nnd 

on-going projects.   Duplicati*n of activities betv.-een UNTix),   ..;çI,A ¿md 

OALi  "hould be avoided and  if projects relating to a sector arc undertaker. 

by more than one agency,  the  scope  of the study should  be complementary 

and not  cover the name ground. A .joint  regional, study should be 

undertaken to assess the technological gaos and requirements in  LA countries 

of certain basic and priority growth sectors.  Initially,  such a study 

could cover (i)  iron and steel and basic metals;   (ii) fertilizers; 

(iii)   chemicals and petrochemicals;   (iv)  capital goods  including 

agricultural machinery and (v) agro- and food industries;.  Considerable 

information    necessary for such a regional study is already available 

with UNIDO and with the OAS and a study of this nature would further 

highlight the needs at national level in these countries. 

12. Role of technology institutions  in LA countries 

12.1. There is considerable multiplicity of institutions in most LA countries 

dealing with technological information,  investigation and research and 

development. These can be broadly classified under (a) National Councils 

for Science mid Technology,  designed principally for policy-making and 

co-ordination of 3T policies and programmes;  (b)  Centres of technical 

information,  investigation and research,  ranging from purely information 

centres to large, mult i-disciplinary R and D organizations;   (.c) National 

Agencies dealing with specific programmes or services,   such as productivity, 

metrology,  standards, quality control,  etc.;  ^d)  Research Centres 

in various universities, concentrating usually on specific branches; 

and  le)  Centres of Technology and applied reeenrch for indu: trial  rectors 

such  as petroleum,  metallurgy,  food and agro-industries,  textiles, 

marine products    and the like. Many of these institutions are 

relatively now and are gradually expanding their activities beyond 

studies and analysis.  Such institutional  uct.ivitiu.» are usually 

supported by the governmental or imiv»rr;i1.y  fu'id.;,   though Ih" 0A13  and 

olì  >r   intern it,jonal  funi regional   cg-mi:'. i.liois h.iv«-  f inani.. J a  largì.- 

luii'ib.'r  of  !"..<M'ii'Jc   ¡••tudv;s,   OA..  :I:,L-ì;;I'!1T'    li ir, also   t'<'.n  p"Ovi del   l'"V 

J 
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de- lo;v':.,<:,within thin framework,  centren of industrial information in 

i.ov  r. ,1  countrier.. 

12.?. The tedino logical impact  of those institutions, with notable 

eve .plions, has been rather limitcd|  principally "because of inadequate conrauni- 

c>tions and linkage with the production sector.  The latter, partly 

because of the influence of foreign  capital investment, has tended to 

rely largely on    external technological linke,  as these appear easier 

in practico and timing and aro ur.ually wore rewarding commercially.  Even 

the flow of information from enterprises is often limited and partial. Enter- 

prises have also utilized national  research units only to a very limited 

extent  in revolving technological problems. This,   in turn, hats slowed 

the growth of these  institutions as centres of research applicable to 

industry. With greater stress on national S/T development, the pattern is 

gradually changing but the process  is  slow and needs to be accelerated. 

The commercialization of RAD results    has also had very limited success, 

again primarily because of the inadequate linkage with industry "*nd 

as many of these  institutions are  still  in the process of evolution and 

adjustment to    national technological needs. At the same time,  the units 

dealing with specific services such as   productivity, metrology and 

standards, have had  considerably greater success and impact. 

12.3.        The in: titutional experience in LA countries should  Le  oc;npureu 

to  Lhut   -f u vu  ping countries  in other regions.  Sorae of there    programmes 

Lave been very successful, as in  the case of the  Republic of Korea, 

where the Korea Institut o of S/T  (KISTJ    undertook over 200 contracts 

valued at U3$ 7 million in 1974f   of which ')Y,l came from industry.  -' 

Information and experience of ¿;uch or, "ani sat ions could be of considerable 

ur;e to Latin American institutions.    Fairly close ties have been developed 

between some LA institutions and thor-.e in developed countries, particularly 

*J    Re ^eivaci.'  ¡o  invited to "Guiclelid'^ for development of industrial 
t;d!noio.y in   /.:.ia and the Facili.::". K3GAÌ',   VII  r-nti-j,  L'or.gkok  1!?76. 

J 
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IJJA, U.K. ««I Debark. These have proved very uneful but closer linkage 

with ¿wrtitnlions in other developing countries would al«o be of groat 

advantage a:; tho rature of problems would bo more similar. 

12.4. Tho over-all institutional mechanism should essentially provide 

both r.n information network and a structure for operations and applied 

research. The information system should ensure  (i) a flow of data and 

material regarding production and technological requirements projected 

over a period of time (usually a plan period of 3 to 5 years) at 

the macro level of the economy and (ii)  specific technical needs of the 

existing national production sector. Information relating to the former 

would, for the most part,  emerge from other organizations such as planning 

agencies, Ministries of Industry and chambers of commerce and the like, 

though technology institutions should also effectively participate in the 

determination of such programmes and priorities. Once the nature and 

magnitude of the programme is broadly defined, the technological needs have 

to be analyzed in terns of (a) possible technological sources, both 

indigenous and foreign,   (b) evaluation of alternative technologies in 

relation to national resource endowments and policy objectives and selection 

of appropriate    technologies; and (c) determination of policy guidelines 

for negotiating and securing appropriate technology. Thereafter, emphasis 

shifts to the enterprise level, in respect of existing   units and new 
units as are necessary, 

12.5.       At the micro or enterprise level, the institutional mechanism 

should provide for adequate flow of data regarding existing industry in terms 

of la) production capacity in various or selected sectors, production 

techniques employed, utilisation of capacity and technical problems 

being faced? and (b) nature of expansion proposed, with its technological 

implications.   It  should also provide for flow of information in respect 

of new enterprise which need to be set up to cover critical production 

Gaps, including (a) the ci»e and structure of ruch units;   (b) the nature of 

•J 
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i'-«'noie "¡ral   requirement::;    (c) selection  of appropriato    tochnolc¿y; 

{<') i¡ vitiations and acquir.ition of technology;  arid (e)  the    establishment, 

c/.. rtiuiñoniíi.': wi;' working oí   the »nterpriso, Thir¡  should be followed 

up  !>,/ r.ioiiii orinç and ar.alyiji~"'of the effectiveness of absorption and efforts 

ten. *i\hi adantation of tedinolo;;/,  if imported technology has been 

utilised and  further teclinological improvements and innovationn in the 

cane of indigenous technology. While a comprehensive information system 

is essential  for an over-all  technology plan, the research-industry 

linkage becomes particularly  significant  at  the enterprise level, both in 

meeting technical  problems   as they arise and in    assisting    in absorption 

and adapt'.tion of foreign production techniques. This is not to suggest 

that technology and W4) institutions should    not  undertake basic technological 

research. Thin must proceed   ¡simultaneously,  as is already taking place  in 

several developing countri.ee, often with marked success.     Technology 

institutional programmes muet, however, be based on identified needs of the 

economy and of the production sector.   Technological exchange through 

joint ventures and licencing arrangements  is today a very common phenonomenon 

anil inflow of appropriate  technology on suitable terms  should be dovetailed 

in a nation*s  S/'i' development programme,  with emphasis on adequate absorption 

and subsequent adaptation of euch techniques in the form of innovations and 

new products  and processes. 

12.6.       V.iv;  wiuv   coverage   suggested above would it.evitaba mean olobu 

ce-ord'uv'.ion  letwoei   a nu¡..ber of institutional agencies.   This aspect 

is dealt with  subs. .,acntly   und it only needs to be    emphasised al this 

stüf;e   that   the national  information network should be  comprehensive and 

should preferably be centralized. Whether or not  it  is  located within 

the ccntiv.l   institu'ion or  agency dealing with t eel moi. gi cal devele,.ment  is 

not so important; what is  essential is that technology  instituí ions should 

have constant   access to cu-jh data in evolving the rational technology 

plan and strategy both at   the macro lovel   and at  the  level  of enterprises. 
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U'.7.        UNIDO HUM developed a fairly extensive system of industrial 

and iochnolo/ioal  information which coulcl bo usefully utilized bolh by 

the ]nrcjTiation Section in OAS and by the various Cornells   of Science 

and Tcrhnolony ar.d Ccntroc of Information in LA countries. Hitherto, 

UNIDO activities had concentrated on  (a) "Your questioni; answered" - 

covering all branchca of industry and various levels of planning, besides 

operational problems experienced in developing countries, the 

service being provided through a network of correspondents      and 

consultant«;   (b) "Guides to Information Sources" - providing addresses 

of relevant organisations, information services, statistical sources 

and the like for various sectors ; and (c)"Industrial Development Abstracts" 

being compilations of publications, feasibility studies, papers and 

reports of various seminars held under UNIDO auspices and extending to 

over 7000 documents on microfiche* These services are apart from the 

Library and Documentation Unit of UNIDO. A new dimension would now be 

given to UIIIDU activities with the setting up of an Industrial and 

Technological Information Bank tDTTIB). This unit would be concerned with 

the selective processing of technological information and assistance in 

assessing and applying such data, including on-site technical advice. 

Such information would also provide the data base for a      Co-operative 

Programme of Action on Appropriate Industrial   Technology and for 

sectoral consultation meetings. Initially, detailed technological data 

and information is being collected and processed for 4 sectors viz 

fertilizers,  iron and steel, agro-industri es and agricultural machinery. 

Such information would,  in the initial period, be available to selected 

institutions in developing countries. The pilot activities -/ would, 

inter alia,  cover tho collection of selected information for the cho3en 

sectors, creation of a network of information, establishment of linkage 

with users, preparation of techno logical profiles,   identification of techno- 

logical sources and capabilities in developing coun+rios and the like. 

*/    1D/B/183 - Establishment of on Industrial and Technological 
Infoi o;at ion üunk,  UNIDO paper, April  Ì*•/['! 

j 
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Uli1    '-'r 12' :>l'J>-^_ ^v^^-ÀJ-T' ' -* on  ^ 'iC:i -^ •''* ^ '-'r;    ^° ^e prov.ldty] through  n.'TÏÏÏ should 

V(. MM-, , .+ .•!-; ]f,l \;j1'ii   ;hc   act Iv ii i ".•;  of technological   ir.st vtuti ou:; in 

l.'li Ti •i:-f"i e-.,   inrludiu;'-   ' ho: >.:  libine!   in  Anpendix   '1.11.  Tho OÀ.'J Information 

íj^r'ion   oould :n.v:<rest   io   tìi'-so inni itul ione to establi :-,h direct  links with 

tjv-  l'iTJii,   •••o that a two-way  I low of te chi;3lor;ic::l   information could 

bo cui.ui'•-'(].  These iristituti": s,   imiong others,   could  serve as ilio information 

rentrer;  of the  E'Tib in   Latin American  countries. 

12.8. A nieeth-/; :;hould bo held between representativos of  HfTIB and 

the OAS  (information Section) to fir.alire the details of collaboration 

between   JTiTIB arifl the  LA   institutions served by OAS. 

12.9« Both UNIDO and OAS are financially assisting several  institutions 

engaged   in technological   research. The UIIIDO has,  at presenti   32 on-going 

large-scale projects covering infrastructure institutions such as for 

standards    and for inductrial R+D to  sectoral and multi-purpose R+D institutions 

for engineering, Metallurgical,  chemical,  agro-industries and other 

specific industrial sectorr..  Besides,  over 40 small-scale projects of 

assistance to various  institutions are aleo being implemented. OAS  is 

also similarly assisting a number of technology and research     institutions 

in Latin America. It would "be useful to exchange experience and undertake 

a joint  study regarding the effectiveness of these programmes in Latin 

A¡aeri-.~M and to auixs.   lúe  impact  of such  institutional  activities in Ih- 

re:, .e'iv    ir.dUöl   ial   branch.  While the extent of  financial   ttnci technical 

r.upport  to  ohese institutions needs to be subs.tant iuily enlaced, 

a closer analysis is necessary to define the specific role of those 

institutions and the direction and nature of their activities in technology 

transfer,  absorption and adaptation and their r<-1ai ionr-hij s    w¡th other 

agencies and institutions  involved wit)i  investment   and tcchnoloi'y policy 

and programmes. With multifarious agencies involved in the policy and 

programming field in uoisX   developing countries,   the task of delineation 

of rolo and functions and  of effective co-ordination is a very real 

one ;uid  a :;ys¡,"Mtic  study  fjvl definii lot'  •. T  Mi'  ; -•> .TOT>.'í;>4 -  0r71.n1   ational 

rolat i^iuiiips would bo vry useful,   it   jr.,  1 '(/••'•; c-r.-,   :mr <• :'t•••••] th it  tiTMlX) 

. vou':'   ji.iti.'.t^  -i :•.'•..: iy  >o   ('••fir.<    th   SUlHH'S J':'''   -_1A\J- LJJ  'll^lUl iiiill.'lLlil 

•:•.'   c    • trai 1 v   .• 1..: •••:.   d      . ' u     eci.\ ^U  '        '     . *.-• • 1 >. -       \     , '  '   ' v • 1 r  i r¡ '..< r---- '  .1 ;;-,nshi 
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T:'!.+.h i'l*'.<•• r ¿••jvcri^nnleti,  and non-ffiav-mnoütal agencies involved  in 

r.ixi onaì   fi /vet orient;.!  pul ini on «ind programnea. A   conni CTnenl'iry 

r-ti.i7 : honld  oc t?.':cn up by PAS for Latin American    countries. 

fiìich analysis would enable not only a more effective review of  the 

a^nict¿JICO for such institutional programmes but would cervo to 

define institutional responsibilities in technology transfer ir more definitive 

tcmis. UNIDO,  jointly with UNDP, is presently taking up a detailed evaluation 

of UH IDO projects of assistance   to research and development institutions. 

The resulte of such evaluation may prove to bo of conoidox'ablo value 

to OAS in reviewing its own programme in this regard. 

12.10.       Ponding the completion of euch evaluation  (October 1978).  it 

would be useful for UITIDO and OAS to exchange information and experience 

regarding their projects for assistance to such institutions in Latin 

America.  Thereafter, a joint UNIDO/OAS    study should bo undertaken regarding 

the technological impact of such institutions in Latin American countries. 

13. Technological infrastructure-development  of engineering and 

consultancy services 

13.1.        Inadequate technological services   capability constitutes a major 

constraint in most developing countries. Technological services range from 

macro-level industrial planning to micro-larel project identification, 

feasibility studies, detailed engineering and designs, plant  specifications, 

civil    constructions and machinery installation and commissioning, 

start-up and plant operations. The most  significant gap in Latin American 

countries is in respect of detailed engineering and designing and 

competent sectoral consultancy services through nationally-owned units. 

This    makes disaggregation of imported technology"packa.g^" more difficult 

and leaven a critical infiastructure area inadequately covered. Thin aspect 

has been recognised and highlighted in several UÏTID0 studier, oiid also 

in tho PPTT report of 0A3. 
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13.¿. Conr;jd-.rab'l'ì information is available on the ovir-all 

avail f.bility of various typos of consultancy services in thece countries. 

UNIDO»3 rortur of  con:;uit;ints alto includes a fairly comprehensive list 

from  Latin American countries. The CODELCA meeting in Mexico  (1975) 

alao pxüdafod a  long Lint  of consultancy  services available  in different 

sector«. What  is,  however,  necessary,  apart from an up-to-date classification 

of  mich cervices,   is a realistic assessment as to tho specific engineering 

and other services that can be performed by national units,  the identification 

of specific gaps in this field, particularly with regard to detailed 

engineering and designing,  and the implementation of a programme to 

cover such gaps. The objective to be aimed at should be that, while 

process cr manufacturing know-how may be  imported in defined sectors 

through joint ventures or licensing arrangements, other ingredients of 

the technology "package",  including engineering and designing, should 

become available nationally or at the regional level within a defined 

period. Some of the more developed Latin American countries, particularly 

Brazil, Mexico,   Chile and Argentina have developed considerable detailed 

engineering and design capability in various sectors but  critical gaps 

remain even in these countries in, for example, steel,  fertilizer and 

petrochemical branches.  In the less developed LA countries,   such 

inadequacy extends to several sectors and nationally-owned consultancy 

agencies are largely dependent on associated foreign consultancy firms. 

13.3. On the whole, a large element  of detailed engineering work in these 

countries    continues to remain with foreign    engineering and consultancy 

companies. This  is accentuated by a general preference for foreign 

consultants and engineering firms in projects involving foreign capital 

participation or technology in the case of "tied" aid and bilateral 

and  even multilateral financial arrangements. Tho problem of reducing 

the gap in consultancy,  and particularly  engineering capability has 

important policy  implications as it  is only through a clearly-defined 

policy regarding the use of national consultancy and engineering nervicee 

J 
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ihd euch  Cívicos can dovulop.  Such facilities have developed 

considerably  in  ^onio developing counlriec,  suoli  as India, where the 

use of a ri.rtior.ul finn ir, in-.istcd upon an Ih«? prime consultant  and 

foreign en-incering and olh?r services arc only ponuitted to the 

extent tJiat  these arc not domestically available. 

13.4•        The  identification of flaps  in technological  servicen 

hap to be done initially on a country-wise basis and for critical and 

E£iority_ oectorB,  such as chemicals and petrochemicals, fertiliser!^ 

basic notais «id heavy capital-goods production.  This can be done through 

a .joint UHIDQ-OAS study, using national institutional  agmHe«  tn Latin America. 

Thereafter, flans in such service capability should be defined for the Latin 

American rorion ar a whole, again for the same or other priority sectors. 

The extent to v/hich preferential    treatment would be necessary for 

national and regional engineering consultancy services and would be forthcoming 

would also need to be assessed    and policy norms prescribed regarding the 

use of national consultants and domestic engineering capability.      An aspect 

also to bo analyzed is the nature of technical and financial support. 

including subsidy, that may be necessary to national consultancy firms 

undertaking detailed engineering    in sophisticated production sector». 

The    study should also exejiino the possibilities of setting up a regional 

engineering consultancy organization in which Latin American countries can 

participate ana which could have sectoral bronchos ^n different     countries. 

Such a regional  enterprise could    receive technical assistance from UN IDO 

in the initial years.  Some efforts at regional  collaboration in this regard 

have been made in the past, but these have not been adequate. At  the national 

level, both UNIDO    and OAS ( as in the case of ATISA in Mexico) have 

assisted individual consultancy projects, but this has barely touched a 

fringe of the problem.    A project  for the development  of engineering 

capability in African countries  is being developed by UNIDO and the 

Economic Commi se i on    for Africa.  Por the LA region,  also unless  engineering 

consultancy at  a national or regional  level c-ji  bo developed to a much 

greater extent,  a major infrastructure gap would  inevitably remain. 
! • 

v> 
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•i i.j. A reíalod   question    io that  of growth of manpower skills.  M03t 

LA countries have made broad asseüsments of manpower requirement 3 at 

various technical levels and a number of national training programmes 

are under impie Tient at ion. M?npower needs will  need to be elaborated in 

Greater detail,  particularly at managerial and supervisory levels, 

in engineering and design activities and at the level of technological 

dccicion-muking.  It will also be necessary to undertake training programmes 

which are more  specialized in particular fields of industry and 

technological   services. Both in terms of coverage and magnitude, 

training programmer will need to be substantially expanded.  A process 

of »reverse brain drain" should also be developed to    enable experienced 

LA technologistr,   and managerial/supervisory personnel working in developed 

countries to return to LA countries.at least  for temporary periods,  so 

that their knowledge and experience can bo effectively utilized. Both UNIDO 

and OAS are assisting a number of training programmes relating to LA 

countries. The UNIDO» s programmes cover in-plant training and specialised 

training, both within and outside industry,and training of decision-making 

personnel. The OAS have assistance programmes covering training through 

fellowships and scholarships in several fields, particularly in scientific 

and technological research.  It would be desirable to exchange information 

and details regarding the training programmes assisted by both organizations. 

It would also be desirable to undertake a .joint lOIDO/OAS study of training 

requirementr.  for LA  countries in reject of  (a) .imperial/suncrvisorv 

personnel in   industrial  enterpriser,  and technology   institut ions ¡   (b)  engineering 

^L^£Siifg-P-e.rcon>tcl ru-d {c)_""'"—mnVpT'g *" th(! field of ir-dURtrial 

and toclirPlorar pH —-,  •*  ^^-^rtrr take up an expanded nrograaune 

to cover (;••)   .-ir.d  (b)  through  in-plant and in-institution training,  both 

in developed  countries and in developing, countries of other rc^ionsj, 

particularly  Asia,  and tlrourji reH onal_jJorkshoos  in the ca/je_of_JcJ¿ 

J 
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14» lvt ermi nation of tochnolo/:y policy frameworkt 

14.1. The need for a policy on    Science and Technology has been 

fairly universally recognized  in LA countries and certain broad 

objectives have been repeatedly stressed at   several intergovernmental 

meetings and seminars.    Technology policy,  however,  cannot be 

viewed in isolation and has to be conceived in terras of   the level of 

development, factor—endowments and socio-economic aims of each country, 

though certain common regional  objectivée and programmes can also 

be identified. Such a policy has also to be integrated within the 

over-all economic and industrial policy of a country and a region 

and several policy instruments have an important bearing on technological 

progrese. A number of such policy instruments play a significant but 

indirect role. These include national laws' and regulations on licensing 

of industrial production (as in India), defining of new and necessary 

industries (as in Mexico), controls over foreign equity investment, 

remittance of dividends and employment of expatriates,   incentives for 

exportr, (tax refund certificates,direct subsidies, etc»),  incentives 

for import substitution, controls over and tariffs on  imports, tax 

deductions for machinery replacement, capacity expansion, etc., 

maintenance of quality through standards and quality control, regulations 

regarding weight and measures and various forms of financial assistance 

for particular sectors, such as small-scale industries or specific 

purposes r.uch as feasibility or market studies. A number of policy instruments 

have, however, a direct role and impact on technological development. 

These  can be considered under   (a) institutional instruments and (b)   legal 

and fiscal measures. 

14.2. A number of governmental and semi—governmental  inutitutionn and 

agencies are inevitably involved,  in view of the vast  coverage of technology 

problems. The principal institutional instruments, however, that hav« 

direct   impact on technological  transfer and change in  Latin American countries 

arc  (i)  Technology Agencies and Institutions, ¡such as the CO'i'ACYT  in Mexico, 

the GO'JTCfVfV   in  Chile, Venezuela and Coûta Rica and Technology/ltaooarch 

Centren ani  Institutos in other LA countries;  (ii)   ¡.iti r>v.;\\ rc.'ul .-itory 
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bodies l'or foreitfi invratuunt and (iii) National Registries to control 

va.d  n\<*ulato foreign technolof;y inflow in several Latin American countrioc. 

ïn nome count ri CíJ, reflation of foreign investment and technology is 

dene through Kornc other agency or directly by government departments, 

but functionally the issuer.; remain the same. The role of Technology 

Anémies and Institutions han already been' discussed in para 12 above 

and it has been suggested that a joint study should bo conducted regarding 

the technological impact of such institutions in LA countries. 

14.3.   Regulatory agencies for foreign investments have close working 

relations with the principal government departments and are usually part 

of the Industries and Finance Ministries in view of the significant 

policy implications of such investments. The policy on foreign investment 

constitutes one of the basic policies of most developing countries. 

Such policies in LA countries are, by and large, following a pattern of 

state ownership of certain key sectors such as petroleum, electricity 

and mineral development, while foreign holdings in most other sectors 

are limited to 49^, though certain exceptions have been and are being 

made. A policy of permitting 49$ foreign holdings has its obvious 

implications in terms of foreign control and may require further 

analysis, at least for sectors where mobilization of investible resources 

does not constitute a major constraint or which are considered as 

critical growth sectors. Exchange of experience with developing countries 

of other region:;, particularly several Asian countries, should prove 

useful in delineating certain production and distribution sectors where the 

extent of foreign holdings in new enterprises may need to be further 

reviewed. An 'even more critical issue relates to existing foreign 

subsidiaries and affiliates which, for historical reasons, have been 

able to retain their original form, with marginal adjustments and who 

continuo to occupy a pivotal role in their respective sector;;. Here again, 

exchange of experience with developing countrios of other regions may prove 

urcful for Latin American countries and vice versa. At the national level, 

r< (Tdlatory agencien need to appraico the over—all impact of foreign 
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í.uL./ai .-¡ri i o and    affiliates,  in tenus    not only of outflows of 

divi;ki,dn ;uid prof ito,  which in usually done,  but cf the mobilization 

of new investments required, the coverage of likely production gi.pn, 

contribution to  e;q:>o:rt-.,  performance,  the extent of domontic integration 

in production and other related    aspects, which    often tend to ¿et 

glossed over.  It   is suggested that UNIDO should undertake r. comparative 

study of forei/ri  investment policies of selected developing countries 

arid f.rr-,ui.-, ;  their impact   on technological  development,  particularly policies 

relating to  existing foreign subsidiaries or affiliates, with C'AS commissioning 

a similar  study for Latin American countries»     Such a study would be very 

useful in sharing and highlighting international experience on this vital 

policy issue and its relationship with technological growth. 

14.4.1.     In respect of regulatory agencies for technology viz the National 

Registries in several LA countries, a fairly close relationship exists 

between UNIDO and many of the Registries and considerable expertise 

and assistance has been provided by UNIDO, both in setting up and developing 

these institutions.  It is, however, necessary now to consider these 

unit« in more dynamic terms than merely as regulatory agencies to 

oversee technology contracts, or to ensure that certain essential functions 

in this regard are    performed by other agencies.  Since foreign technology 

ccitr-   4ing,  cither for a foreign subsidiary,   joint venture or license 

agi^.mci/. ,  will  continue to play an increasing role in technology transfer, 

with grov.'ing industrialization in these countries,  ii  is necessary that 

there should be a critical appraisal of certain other aspects of technology 

inflow. These should include (a)  an analysis of the impact  of foreign 

tochnology  inflow in various sectors in terms of costs and benefits 

over a period of time;   (b) an assessment of the extent of absorption 

and adaptation achieved in different  sectors and types of technology) 

by national  enterprises;   ^c) determination of  Hectors and industrial 

branches  in which further inflow of foreign technology would be unnecconary 
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;uid impeliti ve and may bt otherwise undesirable,as it may servo ao a 

dieircentavo to  indigenous technological development J   ^d) definition 

oi* arear: in which technological  inflow is necessary or dcHirabla 

and  Ike imp 1 um tritati on    of promotional measures    to ensure that such 

inflow    doce,  in fact, take place;  (e) definition of appropriate 

tedino]ocies in fieldn where technology import  is considered necessary; 

(f) assessment  of the impact of unused patents  in different  Rectors; 

(g) an analysis of technological services imported with process technology 

in various sectors. 

14.4.2.    The above list is illustrative only and is intended to highlight 

the need for continuous review of the implications and impact of foreign 

technology inflow.  It is not necessary, nor would it perhaps be practicable 

for tho National Registries to undertake such comprehensive and continuing 

analyses for all sectors, the responsibility should be shared between various 

agencies and institutions dealing with technology.  It must, nevertheless, 

be stressed that    Technology Registries and similar bodies must be viewed 

as dynamic and evolving institutions and should play a critical and 

continuous role in technological change.  It must also be emphasized that 

very close co-ordination must be., ensured between the various regulatory 

and technology-assessment agencies. Each country haB its own set of 

institutions which    can perform one or other of these tasks in relation 

to particular sectors most effcc-ävclyjbut the role of co-ordination is very 

important and should normally lie with the agency dealing with technology 

inflow,as this    body would be most directly responsible. 

y^»A»i*    It  is considered that an important area of UHIDO/OAS collaboration 

would be -lo review and dot emine the future role of National  Repatrien 

and other concie s concerned with technological  change  in Latin America. 

14.4.4«    An issue of considerable significance  in thin context  is the 

pooling Df knowledge and experience among Latin American countries regarding 

negotiations and contractual agreements relating to foreign technology, 

I 



;Jr'. art; aptrxvcd or    r^joctoa by National  Registries. There has boon 

pou.-;  ri>Iuctan;:ü to  ¡-hire  such   information,  partly because r.uoh 

contractual  ir.f elation has traditionally been considered to be 

confidential.   Ijuch  reluctance may :.ot Jiave either legal  or economic 

validity.  Confidentiality needs to bo certainly ensured regarding 

details of technical processes or know-how covered by technology 

contracts, but th-j terms of agreement  and the process of negotiations 

should bo able to bo shared between various regulatory bodies. This 

would greatly strengthen the bargaining position of the regulatory 

agencies as also of the recipient  enterprises. 

14.4*5•    The extent  and nature  of information to be pooled regarding 

various technology contracts approved/rejected by the various Technology 

Registries in Latin American countries would be a very useful area for 

a UNID0/0A3 study. 

14«5»        An important area for further analysis by UNIDO in collaboration 

with 0A5 for LA countries is the determination and analysis of various 

ficcai  and regulatory policy measures which have a direct  impact  on technology 

and  indigenous R and D.    This would cover both negative and positive 

incentives to reduce dependence on foreign technology on the one hand 

and actively encourage and promote national  R4-D, both at  institutional 

and enterprise level,  on the other.    Fiscal measures would include 

tixes on foreign    royalty   payments and foreign consultancy charges,   restrict: or. 

on royalty remittances beyond  certain levels, tax relief on local   RvD 

expenditure and on consultancy cervices find technology exported from developing 

countries,  while regulatory measures are generally  incorporated in fairly 

comprehensive guidelines for regulatory bodies. The  collection of  infoimation 

and experience of several developing countries,  including India and the 

Republic of Korea would be very useful  in this context. 

15« Identification of srctoral   Lrchnologlcnl   requirements: 

15-1 •        Technology planning must be essentially construed as an  integral 

part  of over-all developmental planning hid strategy for any economy and 

technological needs must bo assessed in the  light  of over-all  economic 
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¡iti:!   n,..;:r,tri<t]   o'Ii.i iutivut..  Su-.h traget a have to bo broken down to the 

:••'. ci'.-ral   lftV'il  lu dit ciglino  the extent and nature of technological 

need';  ar¡d :; o etera I growth projections necessarily need to be mude, 

particularly for priority growth sectors. Technological needs would 

obviously vai',/ considerably for countries with widely-divergont  industrial 

programmes. Th<: requirements for an oil-rich econéniy projecting the rapid 

Growth of fie petroleum and petrochemical sectors    would be quito different 

from thtit of a email island economy corentrating     on agro-based middle 

una small-scale' industries. Similar variations in inter-sectoral priorities 

would exist amone most developing countries, depending on several considerations, 

such as the stage of industrial growth, factor—endowments, resource availability, 

socio-economic policies anf the like. Technological requirements have 

necessarily to be related to the macro requirements of the economy 

over a period of time and must consequently be viewed in the light of specific 

sectoral needs constituting the macro development programme. 

15«2.        While the basic elements of technological infrastructure would 

remain the samo, these would vary considerably in details, depending on 

inter-sectoral priorities over given periods of time. The struction of 

te cimo logical information services would, for example, have to be directly 

geared to defined sectoral needs with technology suppliers and the 

pattern of technological absorption   and adaptation. Technology Institutions 

woyld    particularly need to be oriented to    broad sectoral priorities, 

vo as to ensure maximum impact and effect. The development of technological 

¡•orvices such as consultancy, engineering and designs and the development 

of industrial services such as testing, metrology,  standardization, quality 

control      has    to be directly related to identified sectoral requirements, 

so that these can bo developed in close conjunction with such needs, 

both at the macro and enterprise levels. 

15«3»        Technological needs in terms of specific manufacturing or 

proccbn technology would also vary considerably,  depending on  sectoral 

industrial pro,gunman and priorities.  Sugar-producing nations of Latin 

AiiKTioa    appropriately emphasise the technological  aspects of utilisation 

J 
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o" byu-productü  of  this indu;,try. Agro- and food    inchiciriec alao need 

»pocific technological  enphania in mont  LA    countries. The lar.'jvr countries, 

vhich aKady patínese a fairly diversified industrial base need to extend 

coverage over a wider area of technological infrastructure,  services 

arid  r>D.  Similarly, any regional  technology plan has also to ho related 

to  sectoral programmée and priorities in the region as a whole. 

15.4»       The determination of sectoral technological neede does not 

necessarily require    a detailed sectoral planning      exercise at the 

national    and regional lévele. To the extent that auch an exercise 

is done, technological needs in terms of infrastructure, services 

and technology to be acquired, and all the aspects associated with 

acquisition, can be defined more specifically. Even, however, on the 

basis of fairly broad priorities, which is available in most LA countries, 

in varying degrees, it should be possible to identify technological  requirements, 

both in terms of infrastructure and process or production techniques. 

15.5.        It is against this background that the UNIDO/CAS role should 

be considered regarding the assessment of sectoral technological needs. 

The OAS studies,   including the PPTT, have   already examined tefhnological 

needs at the enterprise level for several sectors in a number of LA 

countries. This is a valuable input in itself. At the same time,  it   is necessary 

to identify the priority growth sectors, both from national and regional 

viewpoints,  in LA countries. Sectoral emphasis in the OAS studies at 

present has been principally in respect of (i) food industries, including 

food preservation and marketing;   (ii) basic metals,    including metal 

transformation;  and (iii) chemical industries,  including synthetic 

rosins and plastics and petroleum and coal dérivâtes. The OAS may 

consider    whether this sectoral list should be expanded find elaborated. 

The sectoral studies undertaken by UNIDO in Latin America have a wider base and 

a number of auch  studies have been made in several LA countries:. Thn Economic 

Comini:;cion for Latin America (ECLA) has also completed a number of Doctoral 

ntudicB for individuai  LA countries and groups of such countries,   such as 

J 
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On irai AjT'f Heu   It would be doni rabí o for UNI TX), with the acri nt.-'.nco 

pf 0-' i ¿'ni  national /^vcmi-iont;;  io coliate infornatio..   rc^rdin/: Ihr.' 

^'•fr! ìHV.I   :;iìinioc   already m ici c>"t.' ucci! and to out 1 ino a preverme;  ci' ¡se et orai 

çr.'j-.;th j'ri<.>rili;;s  for the;  Latin  /.T'.'ric-'m   region   for the period   Iffi'D--1}. 

This ci'u'i'i thon  bo i'urthor considered b,y national rove rrunnnt s or at  a 

regional   levo!.  Thereafter, a technology development pro granane  could  uè 

outlined  lo cover the identified  requirements  for an approved programme 

of  sectoral priorities. 

15»6»        The UNIDO has undertaken in-depth studies of several industrial 

Goctors which would be of special significance to developing countries. 

Such analysis would cover projections of internal and external demands, 

maflnitudc and    implications of new investments,   assessment and evaluation 

of alternative technologies and other relevant   industrial information. 

Initially,  the sectors selected are: 

(a 

(b 

(c 

(d 

(e 

(f 

(G 

(h 

agro-industries and agricultural machinery} 

chemicals      and petrochemicals; 

pharmaceut i cal s ; 

oils and fats; 

Metal-working and metal transformation; 

wood-working; 

leather; 

"building materials. 

Besides, for the two major production sectors viz iron and steel and 

fertilizers, in—depth studies have already   made «ignificant progress 

and have been accompanied by international consultations between 

developing and developed nations. The in-depth   studios would cover 

the principal technological problems and implications in respect of each 

sector while the  system of consultations is designed to ensure that 

detailed meet in ¿73 and discussions can take place with potential 

invectors end technology suppliers with a view to cover both production 

.ind tcchnolofy \ papa in the developing countries. The results of thesjc studies 

could-usefully be brought to the  attention of  ÌA countries. 
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To ihn extent that the O/iS moy be interdicci  in undertakin;1; cr.cc 

Fitv.dio;; in theao  noctor«  in LA couiitrio-s,  the organisation could 

be  specifically act'ociated,  so that experience in methodology and 

approach  could be shared and developed. 

15*7• Soctoral technological demand also needs    to be identified 

at  regional  level. The Latin American region particularly lends itr.elf 

to euch an approach for a number of major industrial sectors,  such as 

fertilizers, petrochemicals, capital-goods production and the like. 

Such identification could constitute a pre-requisite for collective 

bargaining in technology for the region as a whole, which is also 

a concept being developed in UNIDO. Such collective bargaining could 

have a very significant  impact on the bargaining capacities of these 

countries and consequently on the cose  and terms of technology acquisition. 

16. Rolo of international agencies,  particularly UNIDO,  in 

growth of S/T at institutional  level: 

16.1.        A number of international and inter-regional organizations are 

increasingly involved in different aspects of scientific and technological 

growth. Technology as a concept and in its relation   to science, 

haa a very wide connotation and can be extended to most productive 

branches and social services, including agriculture, health,  education, 

housing,  transportation, mass niedia,etc.  becides the techniques of 

production and manufacture in industry,  with which this study íP solely 

concerned. At the UN institutional level, the broader aspects of 

education and science,  including   their correlation      with technology, 

are dealt with by UNESCO while technological aspects of branches such as 

agriculture, health,  labour and industry are covered by international  agencies 

such as PAO, WHO,   ILO and UNIDO.  Besides,  a very largo number of rtudien 

on technology,  in its general and applied a:;pucts, have been mule by 

Beveral academic and other institutions.  With the close interiinkage 

between  science and technology in mont  fields,   it  io difficult to draw 

a hard and  fac¡t  line in the rolo of a    plethora of agone ion and in&titutionn 

dealing with one or other aspect of teckno]ory a« r<ppliud to  industry 
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nini r.  cnnriicifíT-aM.« dogivo of overlapping appears inevitable. From 

thin vifìv.-point of developing countries,  it  ic necetir.ary, however, 

to enr-.ure a close doftr^e of co-ordination GO that a basic conceptual 

npproach can be identified and agreed upon. 

16.2.        It is axiomatic that UNIDO, as the international agency responsible 

for industrial development, must play a dynamic role in the growth 

of ST related to the manufacturing sector.  Such a role must be visualized 

in fairly comprehensive terms in order to identify the institutional 

links that have to be established and developed. These can broadly be 

classified under the following heads:(a) technology policies; 

(b) identification of technological needs}   (c) development of technological 

infrastructure, particularly technological services;   (d) development 

of manpower resources;   (e)  collection, classification and dissemination 

of technological information, including alternative technologies; 

(f) evaluation, selection and acquisition of appropriate'   technology, 

including negotiations relating to investment, licensing and technological 

services;  (g) development of RfD   through absorption and adaptation;and 

(h) development of innovations and new technologies in fields of particular 

interest to developing countries. Most of these aspects have been briefly 

touched upon in this paper and it would suffice to pinpoint only certain 

essential features and institutional interlinkages, 

16.3.        Tochnolo/y policy:  In Beveral developing countries, plans 

for ST development are either under preparation or have been incorporated 

into formal documents. Tims, Brazil initiated a two-year Plan in 1973-4 

(Plan Basico de Desarrollo Cientifico y Tecnológico - PBDCT)which was 

followed by a   Second Plan for the period 1975-9. A National Fund for 

Scientific and Technological Development has also been set up in Ernzil 

for financing studies and projects     (Financiadora de Estudios y Proyectoo - 

FINEP). Mexico also drew up a fairly comprehensive ST Plnn.  In India, a detailed 

ST plan covering the principal growth sectors, and outlining the principal 
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rf^r.-.rch and development pro ¿ramie a in nach  sector,  ha:; been finalized 

r-iid put.lir-.bod.  Ir, various oUrr developing      count rio» aleo, such  ST plans 

arc i:¡ various uta^ca of formulation or finalisation.  During this stage 

of planning and programming of ST policies in most  developing countries  , 

it  in necessary to define the essential ingredients of such a policy, 

which would also encompass most of the other aspects. These ingrédients 

should , inter alia,  include (a) assessment of the existing stage of 

development in industry,  including the pattern of ownership and control, 

dépendance on foreign technology,  degree of absorption,   identification 

of sectors in which adequate inflow of foreign techniques has taken place, 

degree of R+D   at enterprise level,etc.;   (b) relationship with other 

economic and industrial policies such as policies on new existing holdings, 

import substitution, export incentives,  etc.,  (c) relationships between 

planning organizations and   Ministries and Departments of Government 

on the one hand and the agency or agencies responsible for technological 

development on the other;and (d) identification of technological 

needs and institutional and policy measures to meet such requirements. 

The UNIDO should undertake a study to define the various ingredients 

of a comprehensive technology policy in developing countries. 

16.4«       Identification of tachnology needs: The institutional agencios 

which    should be closely associated with such determination, apart fron 

the Department/Agency directly responsible should be identified,  both at 

macro end micro level,as their   participation would    be an essential 

pre-roquisitc for a comprehensive ST Plan. At macro level these would normally 

be the planning agencies where detailed planning exercises have been done 

or Ministries of Industries or Commerce or Departments/Agencies responsible 

for particular sectors. At the enterprise level,  technology institutions, 

chambers of commerce or industry concerned or centres of information and 

research need to bo associated and,   t.if necessary,  developed for this 

purpose. The tack would be not only to review   the various ST programme n 

and activities in terms of research projects at various levels und for 

J 
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vf.r.iour: sectors bat to identify areas where foreign teohnolo/y ijiputs 

are ruT.ec sary and to consider appropriate mechanisma for both these 

purpose« and to ensure adequate information flow at different stages. 

16.5«       TechnolorXcal iíifrastructure;    An institutional network for asoessing 

f/\ps in technological infrastructure    should be identified for developing 

countries at various stages of development. Guidelines should aleo be 

prescribed for classification of technical services nationally available 

and assessment of their capacity and suitability. The mechanism of identification 

and coverage of gaps in    consultancy services, particularly, engineering 

and design capability and of industrial services such as standards, 

quality control,  etc.  should be defined. 

16.6. Manpower resources:   A framework for appropriate manpower 

planning for industrial needs should be set out, together with suitable 

institutional mochanisms to develop adequate capability    in identified 

areas of specialization within a defined time span. 

16.7. Technological information:    An appropriate mechanism or mechanisms 

for setting up adequate information network at national and regional 

level at various developmental stages should be drawn up, which can be 

adapted to specific national needs at    different points of time. 

Such a network should oover collection,  classification, dissemination 

and follow-up of relevant industrial information,  so as to serve as an 

effective data bank for industrial and technology planning at both 

macro and micro levels. An essential feature should be to provide necessary 

information and details regarding alternative technologies and techniques 

to cover identified technological needs. 

16.8. Bva1uationt  selection and acquisition of technology:    An appropriato 

institutional frruncwork and mechanisms for evaluating and assisting the 

acquisition of required technology should bo drawn up, for adaptation 

in accordance with national needs. This institutional role should be 

cor. idrrod i\v distinct from the regulatory functions exorcised  by National 

v> 
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P^í'i.•;:.;• Wo  in  ¡,A countries, though such in^tiUiticnu could ;J1SO   p;trLially 

bo uiilir.odin rjuoh rolo, The proejr;;- 0f ¿> equi sit ion tihoulet includo 

evaluation    mnihoao]o„y,   irir.ludiiv: codr-benefi t  and cotit-eífcctivc.ncr.r. 

analysis for different  sectors and types of tochnolo^y,  the determination 

of appropriato  technology, the disaggregation of tho technology "packagey 

particularly for major project*, the procese of negotiations,  including 

investment pax-ticipation by technology suppliers and details of technology 

and services supplied, together with guidelines prescribed for regulatory 

agencies and the detailed terms and conditions of technology contracts. 

The    linkage between such institutional mechanisms at national level and 

the Industrial and Technological  Information Bank in Ut.'IDO should be 

identified.  It would be desirable for UNIDO to undertake a specific 

study to define the institutional  role and responsibilities in thi3 regard. 

16.9»        Development of iW) through absorption and adaptation; The 

appropriate institutional framework to undertake such assessment and to 

assist the process of absorption and adaptation should be defined, 

together with certain basic aspects such as (a) functions and powers 

that such institutions should be given for obtaining   relevant 

information;   (b) flow of problems from the industrial sector to such   units; 

and (c) the nature of technical expertise and a*i3tance that needs to be provided 

for by such institutions. While a number of technology institutions have been 

set up in Latin America and other developing countries, their specific 

role vis-â-vi3    national enterprises,through whom such absorption raid adaptation 

largely takes place,is often not clearly formulated and defined. Tho policy 

aspects of enterprise-level R<H) activities,    including tax relief      and 

incentivos,  should also be analyzed and highlighted. 

16.10.      Development of new technologies;    In certain soctors of particular 

interest to several developing countries,such as integrated rural industrie» 

or cnall-scale industries in tropical regions,  a now approach to technological 

development and new technical processes and techniques may ncod to bu evolved. 

Sin.iln.rly,  in  the energy sector,  which  is critical for most countries, 

variour; t o diño logical possibilities havo to bo considered    afrc:;h find 

J 
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;i.r   effective load should be: given by internai i oral,  ngonci<v,i;uch    ao 

UiíJLCJ,  both in identifying    nuch acctorc and defining the appropriate 

institutional mo oh ani am thc-.t  could undertake ruch h+D activities. 

Programmo of direct assistance for such I?+D activities in developing 

countries nhould be    an integral part of technolo'y-deveiopmont programmes 

of UÌIID0, including   the Betting up of R+D centres in developing countries 

in fields euch as non-conventional energy, 

16.11.     The above rolo outlined for international agencies, particularly 

UNIDO,  in fostering institutional planning and development of science 

and technology as applied to industry and thé manufacturing sector 

could be UEefully complemented by regional organizations, such as the OAS, 

which should take up a similar role and programme for LA countries. 

17. Creation of a Fund for Development of Industrial Technology 

17*1 •       The fairly comprehensive role outlined in para 16 above in respect 

of institutional development of technology in developing countries 

necessitates    consideration of »esource availability for such a programme» 

Resources have undoubtedly been allocated in UNIDO»s programme of activities 

for one or other of these functions but a more comprehensive approach 

will inevitably   require a substantially-higher resource outlay. 

17.2.        It is accordingly recommended that a separate Fund for Development 

of Industrial Technology should be created in UNIDO for financing the 

institutional programmes relating to ST developmant. This would ensure 

an integrated approach    to this basic question in place of a large number 

of individual schemes being assisted at present. The Fund*R activitieo   would 

be complementary to that of INTIB and its financing role and functions would, 

inter alia, cover (i^ development of a technology policy framework related 

to the manufacturing sector in developing countries;   (,ii)  identification 

of technological needs at various developmental stages, including technological 

infrastructure}  (iii) development of technological  service capability, 

including engineering and denigns and industrial cervi cor;,   including training 

progrfj.'iimeu to cover manpower needo at  specialized lcvols;   (iv) development 
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of informa, ion mochaninna,   includit;^ technological  alternatives? 

(v) développait of nc-ch-nierns for evaluation,  colodión and acquisition 

of appropriate technology;   (vi) developing appropriato lutchanicir.n for 

programming fì and D activiticc through effective absorption  and adaptation 

of foreign technology;  arid  (vii) developing mechanisms for undertaking 

H and D activities in relatively new fields of particular interest to 

developing countries or regions. The institutional  R and U activities 

would be carried out  in appropriate technology institutions  in developing 

countries,  but the approach, the structural mechanism, the data and 

processing arrangements would be defined and assistance provided 

to institutions in developing countries to achieve these objectives through 

the activity-programme financed by such a Fund. 

17»3»        Since a decision has been taken to set up a UN Industrial 

Development Fund (UNIDF), the proposed Fund for Development of Industrial 

Technology could be a part  of UNIDF or be treated as a Sub-Fund within 

the UNIDF for the specific purposes and objectives indicated above. 

18. Technological co-operation among developing countries 

18.1.       An essential aspect of technological growth is the need for 

closer co-operation and co-ordination between developing countries. 

It is increasingly    being felt in developing countries that they cannot 

rely solely on the goodwill and participation of industrialized nations 

and enterprises and institutions from thcBe countries. To the extent 

that effective technological exchange and inflow can take place through 

acceptable investment programmes and foreign affiliate:;,   joint venturec 

and licensing and other, arrangements with such institutions and enterprises, 

these should be encouraged and developed and an appropriate policy 

framework and infrastructure must be created. At the s;uno time,  closer 

co-operution can and mud  take place between developing covntrioa to a 

v> 
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tr.'iui creator «leni,  ."ueh  co-oporation can take variou3 forran,  beísidee 

cárcel tcchi.olofty  inflow throu^-h  joint ventures or licensing arrangement a 

between ontcr]irJ !>'t; in developing countries. 

1B.2.        The various form; of co-oporation, apart from direct technology 

inflow, can relato to (i)  collective action and approach on contractual 

provisions  in technology agreements;   (ii)  exchange of infomation 

regarding technology contracts,  including negotiations and working of 

such contracts;   (iii) joint selection of appropriate technology and know-how 

in selected sectors;  (iv)  collective bargaining for technology licensing 

and know-how by groups of developing countries;   (v) collective action 

in respect of revisions in patent and trademark legislation;   (vi) 

development of a technology pool  in selected sectors;  (vii)    joint 

R and D activities in selected branches;   (viii) joint training programmes 

for certain specialized categories of personnel, and the like. 

18.3. Direct technology flow can also take place fairly extensively 

at present in view of adequate technological development  in several 

sectors in various developing countries.  It is important, however, that 

the principles governing such inflow and exchange should be carefully 

defined and a new set of'rules of the game" prescribed.  Developing 

countries achieving adequate technological progress in one or other sector 

must be prepared      to share such technology on a different basis than 

enterprises from developed countries,  so that new standards and principles 

can be laid down and adopted in respect of international technological exchange, 

18.4. It would be desirable for UNIDO to examine the detailed nature 

and possibilities of .joint  and co-operative action by developing countries on 

various aspects of industrial tcchnolo/rical development  and to    proscribe 

a new cet  of principles and standards in respect  of direct technological 

inflow between enterprises in developing count rie;-,. The OAL> should consider 

a similar proprranjne for Latin American countries. 

,i 
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APPKNDIX    I 

Lir;t  of v^rGonr; in OAS with whom meetings were ht'Id in Vf--ir.hinpton 

1.      Mr.  Otto H. Salzinann 

2.    Mr.  Edward P. Davis 

3.    Mr. Michael P. Greene 

4.    Mr.  Carlos Martinez-Vidal 

5»    Nr. Erwin E. Fot ser 

6.    Nr. (tersan Praainan 

7«    Nr. Zoltan Ssabo 

Director,  Liaison Services/Offi co of 
the Secretary General 

Chief, Unit of Co-operation with 
Industrial Organizations 

Deputy Director,  Department of 
Scientific Affairs  (Departamento 
de Asuntos Científicos) 

Acting Chief, Technical Unit on 
Technological Development 
(Unidad Técnica de Desarrollo Tecnologico) 

Chief, Technical Unit on Technical Change 
and Transfer of Technology (Unidad de 
Politica y Planificación de Cambio 
Tecnico y Transferencia de Tecnología) 

Unit on Scientific and Technological 
Policy and Planning (Unidad de Politica 
y Planificación Cientifica y Tecnologica) 

Senior Economist,  Industrial Development 
Programme (Programa de Desarrollo 
Industrial) 
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APWWDIX   II 

?".,t,v'r j.T'c.'f.Tam.'nen rad projects (where OAS contribution exceeded UP$ 50tOfX)) 

undertaken ty OAS for scientific and t ceto o logical development in 

industrial and manufacturing sectora in Latin America 

Programme or Project Country Institution Period of 
Operation 

1. Utilización Energia  Argentina 
Solar 

2. Tecnología de la     Argentina 
Lana 

3. Metrologia Argentina 

4«  Subprod. de la Cana Barbado* 
de Azúcar 

5. Información y Bolivia 
Asistencia Técnica 
Industrial 

6. Téwiica de Alimentos     Brasil 

7. Utilización de Brasil 
Energía Solar 

8. Tee. de Computación       Brasil 
Electrónica 

9*    Coquización y Chile 
Gasificación de 
Carbones 

10. Información y Chile 
Asictencia Técnica 
a la Industria 

Comité Nacional de 1975-7 
Estudios Geoheliofisioos 
(CNECH) 

Centro de Investigaciones 1974-7 
Textiles del IMTI 

Departamento de Física 1973-7 
del DÍTI 

Ministry of Agriculture, 1974-6 
Soienoe and Technology 

Direoción General de 1974-6 
Worrnas y Tecnologías 

Instituto de Teo. de Alimentos   1974-7 

FUE» 1975-7 

U. Fed. de Rio de Janeiro 1974-7 

Instituto de Inveoticaciôh 1974-7 
Monica ,3MTEC/CORF0 

OOHÏCYT 1974-7 

11.       -   »   - Chile CORPO 1974-7 
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h£2ur'"'^S °,r Project 

12. Cjfîu?.i',aci6n y 
Calificación do 
Carbonee 

13» Información y 
Aciot encía Técnica 
a la  Industria 

14. — •» _ 

15. Valores Bio- 
farmaecuticas 

16. Información y 
Asistencia Técnica 
a la Industria 

17* Técnica de Alimentos     Ecuador 

18. Polimerización de Ecuador 
definas 

19* Metrologia Ecuador 

20* Información y Guatemala 
Asistencia Técnica 
a la Industria 

Country Institution 

Columbia Inntituto do Investiga- 
ción Técnica 

Columbia Colcieneia* 

Columbia ITT 

Costa Hioa Pao. de Parmacia 
U. de Costa Rica 

Costa Rica OOHICIT 

Pori od of 
Operation 

1374-7 

1974-7 

ITT 1974-7 

Pao. de Famacia 
U. de Costa Rica 

1974-7 

OOHICIT 1975-7 
(ust 40,000 
so far) 

Instituto de Inves. 
Tee. de la U. Tee. 
de Ambato 

1975-7 

Esc« Política Nacional 1974-7 

Instituto Ecuatoriano 
de Normalización 

1975-7 

Inst. Tec. de Capacitación 1975-7 
7 Productividad 

21. Subproductos do la Haiti 
Cana de Azúcar 

22. Información y Honduras 
Asistencia Tónica 
a la Industria 

23. Subproductos do Jamaica 
Caha    de Azúcar 

24. Coquización y Mexico 
Gasificación 
do Carbones 

Inst. des. Agri culo 1-74-7 

Banco Central de Honduras 
Depto. de Inv.   Ind. 

1975-7 

Sugar Industry 
Authority 

1974-7 

Instituto Mexicano de 1974-6 
luv. Sidciuríyicaa    BUS) 
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or Pro .J», ci Country Inst itui ion Period of 
Operation 

't'.'j*  ür.i productos de la Mexico 
C¡ñu    do Asnear 

26. Tecnica de Alimentos       Mexico 

27. Utilización do Mexico 
iJner^Ia Solar 

28. Tecnica de la Mexico 
Computación Electrónica 

29» Información y 
Asistencia Técnica 
a la Industria 

30. Inves. de Ree. 
Marinos 

31. Metrologìa 

Mexioo 

Maxi 00 

Nucleo 

32« Maquinaría 7 Equipo        Mexioo 

33. Información y lioaragua 
Asistencia Tócnica 
a   la    Industria 

34. Metrología Panaaa 

35. Información y Peru 
Asistencia Técnica 
a la Industria 

36. Subproductos de la República 
Cana de Azúcar Dominicana 

37. Utilización de Trinidad y 
Energía Solar Tobago 

Instituto de Investigaciones 
Biomedicas 

en tres institutos y centros 

Centro de Investigaciones 
Avanzadas 

OCBACTT y DíFOTEC 

1974-7 

1974-7 

1974-7 

1974-7 

1974-7 

Centro de Ciencia 
del Mar. UNAN 

19Î5-7 

Centro de Investigación 
de Entenada 

1975-7 

Centro de Inv. y Estudios 
Ayancados y CICESE 

1975-7 

OOMACTT y   Aso. Teo. 
SA de CV (ATISA) 

Ind. 1975-7 

Banoo Central 1975-7 

COPANIT 1975-7 

5 unidades 1974-7 

CEAOAKA 1974-6 

UW I 1974-7 

J 
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Iff -j.ïi .'y,,.01.J.1 f'°j^ct Country 

'  33. K:;.nîi::toi3 
¡Ut'.l.ljP.otïOG 

Uruguay 

39. i-îot rol of;íu Uruguay 

40. Gasificación y 
Coquizacién de 
Carbones 

Venezuela 

41. Fac. de Alimentos Venezuela 

42. Polimerización de 
olefinas 

Venezuela 

43. Información y 
Asistencia 
Técnica a la Industria 

Venezuela 

Im-.titutiOT: 

Adm. Nac. do CombuEtibleu 

U. Metropolitane 

U.  Central de Venezuela 

U. Central 

OONICIT 

Period, of 
Operation 

1974-7 

Instituto do Inv. Cioncas. 1974-6 
BiologicaB 

1974-7 

1974-7 

1974-7 

1974-7 

Regional Programme of Science/Technology Development 

(Programa Regional de Desarrollo Científico v Tecnologico) 

0A3 Assistance above US* 50.000 

A number of projects (over 110) and studies have been   sanctioned by OAS under 
this programme with assistance ranging up to US* 50,000. Projects and studies 
assisted financially to the extent of US$ 50,000 and above are listed below: 

1. Multinacional de Metal Extractiva Brazil 
y de Transformación 

2. Organización de Programas y Proyectos Brazil 

3. Multinacional de Ciencias agro pecuarias Brazil 

4. Tecnología de Alimentos Mexico 

5. Metalurgia Mexico 

COPPE, 11. Fed. y 
Inst. Militar de Ing. 

Consejo Nacional de 
Desarrollo Científico 
y Técnico, Rio do Janeiro 

Centro de C.y.T. 
U. de Paraiba 

U. do Aucretero y 
U. do Guadalgcm 
Politecnico Nacional 

Con. de Instituto 
Mexicano, COIíACn1 

U.  do  Jan LUíí;    Potori 

J 
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APPEWDIX   TTT 

Specific Studien on various aapeetB of technology tranofcr undertaken 

by OAS: 

A)    General studies relating to tcchnolofy policies and implications *J 

1. Machinery Supplies and the Transfer of Technology in Latin America 
by Charles Cooper and Philip Maxwell, SPRU,  Sussex Univernity (OAS 1975)t 
PPTT-14, 

2. Local Participation in Major Public Works Projects, by Oscar Kortaan 
and Luis    Darnond (OAS 1975) - PPTT-15J 

3. Current Status of Registers on Transfer of Technology in Latin America, 
by Juan Manuel Ugarte (OAS 1975) - PPTT-18{ 

4. Selection of Industrial Sectors, by John Wilkes - PPTT-ÖJ 

5. Guidelines to Formulating Technology Requirements for Use in Technioal 
Information Dissemination Systems - Vol.  Ill (OAS) - PPTT-7(e)| 

6. Methods of Technological Assessment - Methods of Evaluation of 
Technology, by Ternier Buchot P.P., Vol.  II (OAS) - PPTT-7(b)j 

7. Summary of Ideas presented in the Symposium on Transfer of Technology 
by Franco Vidossich - Vol. Ill (OAS) - PPTT-7  (o)i 

8. Technology of    Scale-Methods jf Evaluation of Technology, by 
Mario Kamcnetsky - VI  II (OAS) PPTT-7  (c); 

9. Application of Social Cost-Benefit Analysis for Choosing Among 
Alternative Technologies by Kenneth J.   îîuffing - ILPES(UK), Vol.  II -PPTT-7{' 

10. Informe Sobre la Evaluación, Estado Actual y Posibles Lineas do 
Acción   Futura en el Campo del Desarrollo Tecnológico en América Latina 
y el Caribe. 

¡/   Moct of the r.Uidies aro in üponieh 
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Jì)    ^'i'ljfs rola-tinf; to particular sectors; 

1. Operane *ho Tpchrolotfical Paokape for th* Atucha (Acantina) Nuclear 
Power Pirat -- Kothodr. of evaluation of technology, Vol.   IV,   hy 
Jorge Sabato and Or;car Wortiran - PFTT-7   (d); 

2. Direct Reduction of Iron Minerals and  Itn Application in Latin America, 
by Fernando Aguirre Tupper and  Heno    Barbie - PPTT-1?} 

3»    Methodological Scherno for Documentation of Concrote Case« involved in 
Transfer, Adaptation and Development of Appropriate Chemical Technology; 
by José Girai,  seminar document, Quito,   1975 - PPTT-11 

4*    Negotiations and Exploitation of Foreign Technology, the caso of the 
chemical and petrochemical industries,  by Francisco Sercovitch; 
(OAS 1975 - PPTT-17; 

5. Analysis of Cases of Technology Contract Negotiation, by Roberto Bresso. 
(OAS 1975)- PPTT-3I1 

6. Negociación de Tecnologías   Para el Sector Químico y Petroqufmico, 
presentatelo« de resultados, por   Regulo Sardi¡ 

7. Manual Para   Desarrollo, Tranpferencia y Adaptación de Tecnología 
Química Apropiada, por José" Girai j 

8. Bisayo de Regimen de Tecnología, el caso de     la fundición ferrosa, 
por Jorge Sabato, Rogne Carransa y Berardo    Oarguilo - punto focal 
naoional - Argentina 
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X*'*      KUTÜRK  ACTTOU 

A:; sin bed In the preceding pn¡;"f:, any effort.", .-nade in the nvo:¡ of 

t^fhi'.'C'il information will have no impact on the promotion of technical 

i.,..mix ii::l»_:;s they arc linked to coordinate!'] werk in other re] ated areas. 

In Latin America, one. of the mont inoortant s o urce G of technology 

should be the technological research institutes,  since the business sector 

undertakes  little research.     For this reason,   the information services 

should be effective vehicles  for publicizing the vrork of these institutes. 

The proper balance between the work of the institutes and the nee«1 s of 

business leads us to the consideration of the problem of the administra- 

tion of research and development, which obviously includes the instruments, 

such as information and publication, which assist in the development of the 

institution. 

Until these three elements are consolidated into a coherent program, 

wc believe that the diffusion of technical change cannot go forward at a 

more rapid pace. 

Through its regular and special projects, the OAS has been active 

in the implementation of information services only in the last two years. 

It  can take six years from the organization stage to a stage of 

relative maturity.    We believe  that the prime concern should be tc  complete 

the development cycle, so that  support will not be withdrawn from a service 

at o vital stage in its growth« 

Similarly,   it is advisable to attack the problem of the training 

of human resources on a scale large enough to constitute a real accéléra- 

tion in the development of the services.    This can be done by using modern 

'   _ V.' 
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vhrre -.iu:h r,yrt»:mc arc .jHstlfio.1.    Cirri 1-irly,   it will bn neeuniwry 

to pei'sunil.. bu':jnc>:;ses  of the no..d for the IHM,  by xnUn^ vi;:itr, 

holline con;;.il ta Lione,   and so forth. 

e. LITitoti witl!  othrr purveyors oí' technological  knowled^. 

Action dwiçriod to establish crater contacts en the national 

and regional levels between the SIATE's and the consulting and 

engineering firms. 

f. Liaison with other mechanicms for the development of technolocy 

markets. 

Actions to make the SIATE's into one of the moving forces in 

the commercialization of technology,  and to make them technical 

consultants in the acquisition by businesses of that technology. 

g. Design of mechanisms for the diffusion of technology to marginal 

sectors. 

Actions that will provide access to the sources of technology 

by the production sectors that are marginal, by reason of their 

geographical location, or of the socio-economic and cultural 

conditions of the environment in which they operate. 
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n^thoJs of educational technology,  and a program could be dr-cigned for 

this purpc.ee,  with the cooperation of institutions having sufficient 

experience in the field. 

The actione that could be begun, or reinforced over the medivn term 

enn be broken down into the following components: 

a. National Scientific and Technological Information Systems, 

through technical assistance to the planning agencies responsible, 

b. Technical Information Subsystems, through assistance in setting 

up SIATE's in s'.-'i tors other than the industrial sector,  for 

example : 

- rural technology 

- agro-industri e s 

- bousing 

- energy 

e*     Mechanisms for regional cooperation: 

Actions designed basically to lay the foundations for a Latin 

American network for technological information, on the one 

hand,' and on the other,  specific agreements for mutual exchange 

by the public sector, such as,  for example:   electricity, 

petroleum, mines,   fisheries, in which we find state enterprises 

playing a dominant role,  and possessing valuable   information 

which can be shared. 

d.     Supporting mechanisms: 

Information Systems for Management, 

To assist the SIATK's, so that they are in a position to offer 

advisory services in the setting up of IHM in businocr.cn 
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